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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The status of tw 0 Murray State
basketball players remains unclear
after they were arrested Saturday
afternoon on multiple charges,
including drug-related offenses.
Junior forward Kelvin Brown
and junior guard Adam Chiles were
arrested after Murray Police
Department officers responded to
their North 16th Street residence
following a 911 hang-up call,
according to their arrest citations.
Brown, 21, who spent his sophomore year at Fort Scott (Kan.)
Community College, was arrested
at 2:48 p.m. Saturday after he was
found in a closet at his residence,
according to a police citation. He
had an active warrant for theft by
unlawful taking of less than $300
stemming from not paying for gas
recently, according to MPD
Detective Capt. Eddie Rollins.
Police also charged Brown with
possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia,
according to the citation. The drugs
and paraphernalia were discovered
at the residence when officers executed a search warrant after initially responding to the 9.11 hang-up
call, according to the citation.
When police officers arrived at
the scene, Chiles, 21, allegedly said
he and a female were the only people at the residence, according to
the citation. He was charged with
second-degree hindering prosecution and apprehension when he was
arrested at 3:05 p.m. Saturday.
Chiles, who played basketball at
the University of Kentucky and
Vincennes University before transferring to Murray State, also faces
possession of marijuaskAnd possession of drug paraphernalia
charges.
. Both Chiles and Brown are
scheduled to appear in Calloway
District Court April 19 for their
arraignments.
Murray attorney Rick Lamkin,
who is representing both Brown
and Chiles, said he expects some
charges to be dropped before that
date.
"My clients are innocent and it
is my belief they have been overcharged," Lamkin said in a phone
interview this morning. "As their
counsel, I am confidence these
charges will be dropped or they will
be acquitted."
The players were arrested the
day before the Racers learned they
are a No. 12 seed in the NCAA
tournament. MurraY State faces
fifth-seeded Illinois in Columbus
on Friday afternoon.
Chiles. and Brown were both
with the team on campus Sunday
night for the tournament pairings
announcement.
"We are investigating the
alleged incident involving the two
Athletics
student-athletes,"
Director E.W. Dennison said in a
statement. "As in the past, we will
take the appropriate action when
our investigation is concluded."
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No. 1 initiative is health care. This
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
'is a national issue, not just a state
Staff Writer
issue. This will improve health
State Sen. Daniel Mongiardo information exChange and bring
thinks Kentucky needs a problem- technology jobs and manufacturing
solver in Washington, D.C., who jobs. We can fill up our empty facunderstands the many dimensions tories."
of health care.
Mongiardo, who continues to
After establishing a free clinic treat patients as a surgeon in
and serving as chief of staff of east- Hazard, compared his plan to
ern Kentucky's largest hospital, the Napster, a computer program that
Hazard Democrat wants to be that allows users to share files. The senperson. But to get there, he'll have ator said he was the first doctor in
to defeat Republican incumbent the state to use electronic medical
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning in the Nov.9 records, which he started using in
election. Bunning, was elected state 1991 to create a more efficient medsenat'or in 1979 and went on to serve ical practice. Now,other doctors are
of
House
U.S.
the
in
using computers rather than paper
Representatives before being elect- files in their offices and clinics.
ed to the U.S. Senate in 1998.
"We need to connect all the com"Like most Kentuckians, I have puters to exchange information," he
SCOTT NANNEY'Ledger & Times photo gotten tired of politicians talking
"The groundwork is already
and the whole Racer bas- about solving problems at election said.
right,
Cronin,
Mick
coach
head
center,
e,
Murray State's Chris Shumat
laid. We just need to capture
being
coverage
time then disappearing," Mongiardo this. When we make the system
ketball team applaud after seeing MSU's name flash across the TV screen during CBS
State will said Saturday morning while he was more efficient, we will see more
of the mens' basketball pairings for the NCAA Tournament Sunday afternoon. Murray
us, campaigning in Calloway County. insurance companies come to
in
Columb
Friday
—
Webber
Bruce
face Illinois — and former Southern Illinois head coach
"I am a man of solutions."
Kentucky. That will promote comsports.
in
inside
ion
Ohio. See additional informat
Mongiardo's solution to a suffer- petition."
ing economy,lack of jobs and rising
Adverse &lig --reactiohs -when
health care Costs re‘ol% es around patients are on multiple prescripcreating a more efficient medical tions is the biggest medical error,
system. He wants to reduce costs accounting for 25 percent of health
and improve quality by implement- care mistakes, Mongiardo said.
ing a computerized, scientific Those errors account for 4 percent
approach to the medical industry of the cost of health care costs.
with a centralized server.
Kentucky residents take an average
"We will change the face of of 11.9 medicines, he said. That
Kentucky," said Mongiardo, who leads the nation with Virginia resiwon his first bid for political office
in 2000 by defeating his district's
incumbent senator. "Microsoft's •See Page 2
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raise ships with the communities around
Natural Bridge State Park. Heavy but that will do more than just
also help them.
use has already taken a toll there. money. He said that will
ensure state facilities do not underMark Meyer, a Wolfe County
Graham said.
businessman who co-owns the 42"The level of trash in all areas cut private competition.
Host said the department sur- acre Torrent Falls Resort about four
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prices from around the state miles from Natural Bridge, said he
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U.S. forces kill 3 in gun battle

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times photo

Murray Woman's Club President Martha Crafton was named the
Kentucky State Federation of Woman's Clubs Woman of the
Year during the groups 109th annual state conference in
Lexington during the weekend. Twenty-two members of the
Murray Woman's Club attended the conference and treated
Crafton, who has been involved in the club since 1967, to a
police escort into town on their way home Sunday. Fellow member Martha Joiner was named Newcomer of the Year. Joiner has
been a member of the club for about two years.

summer elections.
As well as the Zabul raid, the
military has said U.S. troops were
involved in an air-assault last week,
but has not given any details.
More than 160 people have died
in violence this year in Afghanistan,
including aid workers and government employees as well as Afghan
and foreign troops.
On Saturday, suspected Taliban
armed with rockets and heavy
machine guns attacked a govern-

ment office near the border in
Kandahar province, sparking a gunbattle that left three attackers and
one Afghan soldier dead and two
soldiers.wounded, officials said.
Some 70,000 Pakistani troops
have moved into semiautonomous
tribal regions to take away maneuver room for al-Qaida and Taliban
fugitives believed to have taken
refuge there.
Hilferty said the two American
airmen were injured when a mine
exploded at Bagram on Saturday.
"We believe it was just an old
one left over from the wars here," he
said.
The most seriously injured of the
airmen was evacuated to Germany
for treatment. The other was under
observation at Bagram, he said. The
soldiers were not identified.

City politician killed in northern Iraq
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) -Gunmen killed a member of the city
council and a bodyguard in the
northern city of Kirkuk on Monday,
Iraqi police said.
The Shiite councilor. Aggar AlTaweel, was shot several times in
the head as he drove to the weekly
meeting of the city council, said
police chief Torhan Yussif. The gunmen fired from a red car and fled.
Al-Taweel, who founded an Arab
political party that later splintered,
was known for frank opinions and
he often outspoken in council
debates.
,Oil-rich Kirkuk has seen increas-

Farmers: R.J. Reynolds
to cut leaf purchase
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. will cut its
leaf orders by nearly half this year,
according to North Carolina tobacco
growers.
Company spokesman • David
Howard declined to discuss the second-largest U.S. cigarette maker's
purchasing plans on Sunday.
"In terms of our purchases. our
strategy is based on what we think
volumes would he. what we anticipate what our needs will be. As the
year goes tin that might change,. Howard said.
State Agriculture Commissioner
Britt Cobb said his department had
.been besieged with calls over the
weekend from farmers who had
.been told the news.
"The word is filtering around
. pretty strongly." Cobb said
Saturday. "Farmers are worried. All
we can do is just continue trying to
develop some new markets for leaf
tobacco."
Cobb said he had heard that
Reynolds would be slashing

the ouster of the hardline Islamic
regime by a U.S.-led coalition in
late 2001.
The military announced a new
operation, dubbed "Mountain
Storm," on Saturday as part of a
drive to crush the militants and capture their leaders, and make the
region safe for reconstruction and

of
Kabul,
miles
southwest
KABUL. Afghanistan (AP)
U.S.-led forces killed three insur- spokesman Lt. Col. Bryan Hilferty
gents in a gunbattle at a cave com- said.
He said the coalition troops, who
plex in southeastern Afghanistan.
the American military said Monday. were armed with rifles and machine
The skirmish was the first report- guns, also came under fire, but none
ed by the U.S. military since the were reported injured.
"We surprised them," Hilferty
start of a new operation on March 7
"I don't know who started the
said.
campaign
designed to intensify the
insurengagement."
against a stubborn Taliban-led
Troops, including special forces,
gency and to track down terrorist
five militiamen in the caves
arrested
leaders including Osama bin Laden.
and discovered "antiSaturday
on
Meanwhile, two U.S. airmen
Hilferty
propaganda,"
were wounded, one of them serious- coalition
no
He
details.
had
ly, by an old mine at Bagram Air said.
Hilferty said eight more suspects
Base, the main American camp
were detained in the same area
north of the capital Kabul.
The gunbattle occurred Saturday Sunday.
Zabul is one of the provinces
morning as dozens of troops, including special forces, searched the cave along the rugged Pakistani border
complex southwest of Qalat, the where Taliban guerrillas are
capital of Zabul province, some 240 believed to have taken refuge after

planned purchases from contract
tobacco growers by between 42 percent and 48 percent. Reynolds and
Richmond, Va.-based Philip Morris
USA, the country's top cigarette
maker, together purchase most of
North Carolina's flue-cured tobacco.
Lenoir County farmer Kenneth
Jones said he was angry that the cuts
were occurring four months after
Gov. Mike Easley and lawmakers
agreed to a tax credit worth roughly
$130 million on the company's cigarette exports. The credit will be
administered annually over the next
13 years.
"I think that the governor and the
legislature ought to get together and
take away those incentives from
R.I. Reynolds," Jones told The
News & Observer of Raleigh.
Cobb said he believed one instigator for the cuts could be the ongoing merger between Reynolds and
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp, a move that is expected to
bring 800 new jobs.

station.
Meanwhile, a senior official at
Iran's Interior Ministry denied a
U.S. military report that an Iranian
border guard may have been killed
in a border clash with American soldiers.
"There have been no clashes and
no Iranian border guards has been
killed or injured," he said Monday
on condition of anonymity.
U.S. Army spokesman Maj. Neal
O'Brien said the shootout occurred
10 miles east of the Iraqi town of
Mawat on Sunday. American soldiers killed one uniformed man and
injured another — both possibly

ing ethnic tensions, occasionally
erupting into violence, as Kurds,
Arabs and ethnic Turkmen jostle for
domination.
Kurds see the city as the heart of
their Kurdistan homeland, and leaders are pressing for the city to eventually hold a referendum to determine if it will join a Kurdish federal
region — a step opposed by many
Arabs and Turkmen.
In another northern city, Mosul,
assailants fired several mortar shells
at a police station early Monday.
The shells failed to hit any buildings, but lightly injured a civilian
and damaged some cars outside the

Iranian border guards — who had
fired on them from the Iranian side
of the border, according to the U.S.
military.
O'Brien

said

the

soldiers

involved in the shooting were from
the 25th Infantry Division's 2nd
Brigade.
Over the weekend, roadside
bombs killed six American soldiers.
Four died in Baghdad, and the other
two were slain in Tikrit, the hometown of ousted dictator Saddam
Hussein.

Mb

Gas prices reach record high average
In California, prices remain highon those countries exceeding the
CAMARILLO, Calif. (AP) — vey was conducted March 12.
the rest of the country due to
than
er
Gasoline prices reached a record
The previous combined average level.
strict environmental regustate's
the
"Where crude oil prices go next
high nationwide average of $1.77 a record high was a May 2001 price of
sales tax on gas pumps,
and
lations
1.34
gas
on
rising
pull
or
grades,
push
they
all
—
for
whether
gallon
$1.76.
nearly a penny in
dropped
they
but
she
guess,"
OPEC's
—
is
prices
cents in the last two weeks, accordAnalyst Trilby 1.,sitidbeiglAid.the
to $2.10 per galweeks
two,
last
the
ing to a study released Sunday.
latest.spike reflects the rise.in crude said.
lon.
Gas prices have jumped by near- oil prices and an increase in' refinery
the
Lundberg said work at
ly 26 cents so far this year. and work to prepare for geeater spring refineries is nearly complete.
The national weighted average
while they won't be falling by that
of gasoline, including taxes, at
price
hike
gasoline demand.
price
pump
the
summer
of
and
pace
"The
amount any time soon, they aren't
pumps Friday was about
self-serve
"and
said,
Lundberg
slowed,"
has
year
this
earlier
declared
OPEC
expected to rise much higher,
regular, $1.84 for
for
$1.74
prices are dropping on a spotty basis
according to the Lundberg survey of that it would reduce official oil pro$1.92 for premium.
and
midgrade
8,000 stations nationwide. The sur- duction by April I and crack down around the country."
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From Front
"There is a lot we could do if the state park
worked with us instead of more or less considering itself a separate entity." said Meyer, whose
resort offers cabins for rent, a bed-and-breakfast
and a rock-climbing adventure.
His wife and co-owner, Kathy Meyer, said

PEDDLER'S MALL
MORE THAN JUST A FLEA MARKET
Now with 16 nationwide locations.

Opening April 1. 2004 • Now Leasing Space
5110/Month •8'x10 Space • No Commission Charge • Fully Computerized Registers

Murray, KY - 928 South Twelfth street
(270) 759-2106
Open 7 Days A Week
hum 0-4, Fridays & Saturdays 10-S, Sundays 11-6

Torrent Falls gets some referral business when
the park lodge is full, but that needs to happen
more often.
"We like to be full on the weekends, and if we
have a cancellation we'll call around asking people to keep us in mind if they are full," she said.
"Sometimes, if you catch the right person at the
park desk, they'll keep you in mind. But it just

doesn't seem to be their standard."
Graham said park officials also need to
remember what makes them a tourist draw in the
first place.
"Each state park has some unique feature
about it that attracted our forefathers to create the
park," he said. "It's this feature that should be the
focus of the state park leaders."

•Mongiardo
From Front
dents on the second most prescription drugs.
"Simple software can alert doctors and reduce errors by 87 percent
and improve quality," he said.
Mongiardo said health care is an
issue with which nobody is happy.
Doctors, patients and insurance
companies all have their own gripes.
Plus with that industry struggling,
the state and nation are experiencing

other problems.
"In eastern Kentucky, we have a
drug problem with OxyContin. In
western Kentucky, it's methamphetamine," he said. "That's a symptom
of a greater problem. Oureconomy
is bad across the state. When you
have a poor economy. drug problems increase because selling drugs
is an alternate form of income."
Mongiardo spent Saturday morning talking with voters at Hihburger
and Martha's restaurants after

Washington."
While shaking hands, handing
out business cards and asking people about their government-related
concerns, a diner at Martha's told
Mongiardo he was the hardest working politician he has seen before.
"People want to meet and know
who they are voting for,"
Mongiardo said. "We need to get
back to the days of Wendell Ford
and get out and meet people."

watching Calloway County boys'
basketball team beat Mayfield on
Friday night in the region tournament at Murray State's Regional
Special Events Center. His visit was
the third trip to western Kentucky in
as many weeks.
"I want to make sure everyone
representation,"
equal
feels
Mongiardo said. "Hazard is like
Murray; it's outside government.
Most of the problems are here at
home, not in Frankfort and
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party swept
from power
Rodriguez
Zapatero
started
his victory speech

Voters
angered at
Madrid
terror
attacks
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MADRID, Spain (AP) —
Months before bombs tore through
commuter trains in Spain, authorities had suspicions about Jamal
Zougam — a Moroccan being questioned in the worst terrorist attack in
Europe since World War II.
Investigators suspected that
Zougam had ties to an al-Qaida cell
leader and found a video of mujaheddin fighters during a search of
his home, according to an indictment reviewed Sunday.
The 700-page indictment names
Zougam — one of three Moroccans
arrested Saturday in connection with
the train bombings — as a follower
of Imad Yarkas, who was jailed by
Spanish Judge Baltasar Garzon for
allegedly helping plan the Sept. 11
attacks in the United States.
Zougam's alleged al-Qaida links
strengthen suspicions that the terror
group was involved in Thursday's
Madrid bombings, which killed 200
people and wounded 1,500.
The train attacks helped drive the
ruling conservatives from power in
elections Sunday. The Socialists, led
by Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero,
defeated the Popular Party of Prime
Minister Jose Maria Aznar, who
supported the U.S.-led war in Iraq
despite widespread opposition.
Zougam was not indicted by
Garzon, but the indictment, dated
Sept. 17, 2003, clearly showed
police were keeping an eye on him.
His home was searched at least
once, turning up a video of mujaheddin fighters in Dagestan, Russia,
and telephone numbers of three

remembe r i ng
those
killed in
the railway
bombZapMero
By DANIEL WOOLLS
ings. "At
Associated Press Writer
this moment I think of the lives that
MADRID, Spain (AP) — were broken by terror on Thursday,"
Spain's ruling conservatives crashed he said, then asked the crowd to join
to defeat in elections overshadowed him in a minute of silence.
by anger over terrorist bombings,
"My most immediate priority
becoming the first government that will be to fight terrorism," he said.
backed the U.S.-led war in Iraq to be
The Spanish Socialist Workers
voted out of office.
Party ruled from 1982 to 1996 but
The surprise win by the ran afoul of corruption scandals and
Socialists over Prime Minister Jose was voted out in 1996, when Aznar
Maria Aznar's favored Popular took power.
Party Sunday came amid charges
Savoring victory again, outside
that Aznar made Spain a target for Socialist party headquarters 1,000
terrorist by supporting the Iraq war. jubilant supporters cheered and
Spain's incoming prime minister, waved the party's red flag. But they,
Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero, has too, mourned those killed in the railpledged to. bring home the 1,300 way blasts. "Not all of us are here.
Spanish troops in Iraq when their Two hundred are missing," the
tour of duty ends in July.
crowd shouted.
Zapatero fell short of a majority
"I think the party won because of
in Parliament and will need help to people's frustration people about the
form a government. But it was still a Popular Party getting us into the war
spectacular — and bittersweet — in Iraq," said one of them, housetriumph that capped four tumul- wife Loli Carrasco Gomez, 36.
with
beginning
days
tuous
Of the troops in Iraq, she said: "I
Thursday's terror attacks in Madrid, hope they all come home and never
which killed 201 people and wound- go back."
ed 1,500. Critics of the government
Ruling party candidate Mariano
said it had provoked the attacks by Rajoy, Aznar's hand-picked succesbacking the Iraq war.
sor, called Zapatero to congratulate
Next came millions-strong, Zapatero.
nationwide street rallies against the
Outside the Popular Party headrailway bombings, smaller ones quarters, some 100 supporters
against the increasingly beleaguered chanted "Viva Espana! Viva Aznar"
government of Prime Minister Jose and waved party flags although
Maria Aznar. the arrest of five sus- there was nothing to celebrate.
pects in the bombings, including
Aznar chose not to seek a third
three Moroccans, and a reported al- term, saying he wanted renewal in
Qaida claim of responsibility in a government and his party.
videotape.
Pre-election polls had favored
The tape raised the possibility his ruling party to win handily.
that terrorists aligned with Osama
But on election day voters
bin Laden had changed the course expressed anger with the governof a national election. Spain's gov- ment, accusing it of provoking the
ernment has insisted its prime sus- Madrid attacks by supporting the
pect in Thursday's rail bombings U.S.-led war in Iraq, which a vast
was the armed Basque separatist majority of Spaniards opposed.
group ETA.
The government had insisted that
In one fell swoop, voters ousted its prime suspect in Thursday's rail
Aznar, whose party was favored to bombings was the armed Basque
win just days ago, even though he separatist group ETA, even as evibrought Spain eight straight years of dence mounted of an Islamic link in
economic growth, made it a found- the bombings.
ing member of the euro single currency. cut unemployment in half and
The government was accused of
brought a degree of prominence to a
ing information on the
withhold
long-ignored country.
to save the election.
tion
investiga
With 99 percent of the votes
counted, the Socialists soared from
Throughout Sunday, voters said
125 seats to 164 in the outgoing
they lost faith in the ruling party.
350-seat legislature.
"I wasn't planning to vote, but I
The ruling Popular Party fell
here today because the Popular
am
from 183 to 148. It cannot try to
is responsible for murders
Party
no
form a coalition because it has
and in Iraq," said Ernesto
virtually no allies in the legislature, here
-Gey, 48, who voted in
Sanchez
where it had enjoyed a majority and
a.
Barcelon
was often accused of riding
s.
roughshod over opponent

members of the Madrid al-Qaida
cell allegedly led by Yarkas.
In Morocco, a high-ranking official said Zougam, 30, had been
under surveillance for months on
suspicion of having ties to international terror groups, but faced no
'formal accusations in Morocco.
other
two ,arrested
The
Moroccans, Mohamed Bekkali, 31,
and Mohamed Chaoui, 34, have no
police record in Morocco, said the
Moroccan official.
Spanish authorities havenot publicly spoken of Zougam's alleged
link to al-Qaida since his arrest
Saturday, even though Garzon's
indictment has been publicly available for months.
Yarkas, who has used the alias
Abu Dahdah and who was one of 35
people indicted by Garzon, remains
in Spanish custody.
Intelligence agencies, meanwhile, worked Sunday to verify
another possible link between the
Madrid attack and al-Qaida.
Early. Sunday, Spain's Interior
Ministry said police had recovered a
videotape near a Madrid mosque in
which a purported al-Qaida operative claimed that the terror group
bombed trains in Madrid to punish
Spain's backing of the U.S.-led war
against Iraq.
The tape was discovered in a
trash bin after a man speaking with
an Arabic accent called a Madrid TV
station to say the tape was there, the
ministry said.
In the video, a man, who wore
Arab dress and spoke Arabic with a

Moroccan accent, said the taped
claim of responsibility came from
"the military spokesman for alQaida in Europe, Abu Dujan al
Afghani."
Intelligence agents were trying to
verify his claims.
"Our reservations about the credibility remain," Spanish Interior
Minister Angel Acebes said Sunday.
In France, which has fought
Islamic terrorism for years, an intelligence official said the name al
Afghani is likely a pseudonym. The
name al Afghani could mean the
person is of Afghan origin or has
some association with the country.
Moroccan security experts who
previously spent nearly a year cooperating with Spanish officials on last
May's bombings in Casablanca
arrived in Spain to help in the investigation.
In addition to the three
Moroccans. Spanish police have
arrested two Indians. Two Spaniards
of Indian origin have also been
detained for questioning.
, The five were arrested after a cell
phone and prepaid phone card were
found in an explosives-filled gym
bag on one of the bombed trains.
Friends of the Moroccans said
the Madrid store where they worked
sold cell phones but insisted in interviews with The Associated Press
that the men would not have been
involved in planning or carrying out
the attacks.
"People shouldn't be put in jail
for selling cell phones. They are
hard workers," said Karim. who

works in a phone shop near the now shuttered store where the arrested
Moroccans worked. Karim. an
Algerian, did not want to give his
last name.
Acebes said three of the five people arrested had previous records,
and one was under investigation for
suspected participation in murder,
but did not elaborate. He earlier had
said that one suspect might also
have connections with Moroccan
extremist groups.
The interior ministry identitied
the two Indian suspects as Vinay
Kohly and Suresh Kumar.
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Putin brushes off U.S. criticism for win
MOSCOW (AP) — President
Vladimir Putin on Monday promised Russians more of the stability
and order that helped him win his
landslide re-election, and pledged to
open up the political stage to divervoices
gent
after a campaign criticized
as unfair and
one-sided.
Russia's
Central
Election
Commission
officially
_ declared Putin
the winner early
Putin
Monday, saying
he won a second, four-year term
with 71.2 percent of Sunday's vote.
"I think I have worked hard all
those years, and I worked honestly.
People must have felt it," Putin said,
appearing before reporters at his
Red Square election headquarters
tieless, wearing a black sweater
under a black blazer. "I promise you
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:ant flaws in
.
that for the next four years, I will itors recorded signifit
count.
vote
the
work in the same mode."
The campaign and balloting
The former KGB agent is creditdid not adequately reflect
"overall
ed by many Russians with bringing
necessary for a positive
s
principle
the
after
nation
this
to
stability
election process." said
ic
democrat
social and political upheavals
Yates, head of a joint
Peel
Julian
the
of
collapse
the
brought on. by
the Organization for
from
Soviet Union. He has been helped mission
ion in Europe
Cooperat
and
Security
oil.
for
prices
by high world
Assembly of
Russia's main export commodity and the Parliamentary
Europe.
of
Council
the
.
economy
and the engine driving its
During the campaign, opposition
Putin's image as a disciplined,
es complained that the
candidat
also
sober, hard-working official
trolled media's lavish covstate-con
predhis
after
appealed to Russians
Putin gave them little
of
ecessor Boris Yeltsin's health trou- erage
to get their message to
ity
opportun
abuse.
alcohol
reported
bles and
also charged that
They
voters.
critEuropean election observers
.
icized Russia's .presidential vote, regional government officials
with
favor
curry
to
eager
ly
apparent
coverslanted
that
Monday
saying
age in the state-run media made for the Kremlin, hampered their cama one-sided campaign and that mon- paign appearances.
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The
Marathon
Campaign
election contest already seems well
WASHINGTON (AP) — They
under way.
already.
throats
others'
each
are at
Bush has gone after Kerry by
And there are still nearly eight
name, something presidents seeking
months to O.
re-election rarely do so early,
The battle between President
accusing him of flip-flopping on
Bush and presumptive Democratic
trade, the Iraq war and tax policy
nominee John Kerry could become
and accusing him of "tired.
one of the longest and hardest-hitdefeatist" solutions.
ting of recent U.S. presidential
It's a risky strategy that could
races, and easily will be the most
backfire if Bush is perceived as
expensive.
being desperate. analysts of both
How voters
parties suggested.
will handle this
Kerry has proposed rolling back
political
Bush tax cuts on the wealthy, has
onslaught is a
accused the president of breaking
question that
his promises, misleading Americans
strategists in
on the Iraq war and being a diviboth parties are
sive, polarizing figure.
pondering. His open-mike comments that
Will
Bush's Republicans were "the most
Americans soon
crooked ... lying group I've ever
grow weary of
Washington nonstop camseen" drew GOP demands for
Today
apologies and added to the barepaigning and.
knuckles mood of the campaign.
By Tom Baum constant televiAds by pro-Democratic political
Associated
sion and radio,
groups accuse Bush of favoring the
Press Wnter
ads?
rich and "eroding the American
Or wil; the
dream." And Kerry's campaign was
long campaign
preparing an ad accusing Bush of
help them get a clearer, more
misleading the nation and distorting
informed view of the president and
the Democrat's record.
his challenger?
Republican pollster Bill
With so much time and only a
Mclnturff and Democratic pollster
handful of central issues — jobs,
Stanley Greenberg suggest the
Iraq. health care costs, fighting ternation is in the grips of what they
rorism — the race "could become
"Premature Partisan
dubbed
of
campaign
substantive
most
the
Polarization." In a recent joint surmodern memory," suggested
Kathleen Hall Jamieson, director of vey, they noted that Bush had a 94
percent approval rating among
the University of Pennsylvania's
Republicans. But only 16 percent of
Center.
Annenberg Public Policy
the Democrats in their poll said
'People will quickly tire of perthey approved of his job performsonal attacks and empty rhetoric,
ance.
hut if Bush and Kerry outline their
Carroll Doherty, an analyst for
differences in specific terms, as
Pew Research Center for the
the
should
it
do,
to
begun
have
they
People and the Press, said the level
increase public attention. Jamieson
of polarization in the country
said.
"exceeds that for President Clinton
But it's hard for many to see the
in September 1998, during the
race as anything other than a
impeachment battle."
wearying slugfest for both sides.
Republicans didn't expect a
"les going to be a real barnburnDemocratic candidate this early,
er." said Rich Bond, a former
didn't expect it to be Kerry, didn't
Republican National Committee
it to be done with minimal
expect
March
in
seeing
-We're
chairman.
Democratic bloodshed and weren't
what we usually don't see until
expecting an increasingly restless
October."
Bond and other Republicans said Republican base.
Now,they're scurrying to try to
Bush had little choice but to aggresdefine the four-term senator for the
sively take aim at Kerry after being
public before Kerry has a chance to
pounded by Democrats for months.
define himself.
The Bush campaign began airing
Bush campaign strategist and
ads this month that invoke the Sept.
Matthew Dowd said the
pollster
accuse
and
attacks
terrorist
II
wrap up of the Democratic nomiKerry of seeking to raise taxes and
nating process presented "a window
scrimp on defense.
of opportunity" to begin making the
Polls show the country is nearly
case for Bush. He suggested the
as divided now as it was during the
race would more closely resemble a
'legal battle over the 2000 election.
marathon than a sprint to the finish.
Some show Kerry would win if the
"This is the political equivalent
election were held today while othof the 100-year war," suggested
ers show Bush clinging to a slight
Norman Ornstein of the American
edge.
Enterprise Institute.
With Kerry having emerged
essentially unscathed from a crowdTom Raum has covered
ed Democratic field and Bush now
Washingtonfor The Associated
aiming his $100-billion-plus camPress since 1973, including five
paign machine directly at the
presidencies.
Massachusetts senator, the general

FRANKFORT - If anyone
thought the partisan wrangling
between the governor, House
Democrats and Senate Republicans
two years ago was awful - and in
the subsequent special sessions that
followed - the worst is yet to come.
The only real difference in the
2004 legislative session and that in
2002 is that the governor then was
Democrat Paul Patton and the governor today is Republican Ernie
Fletcher.
AP File Photo
In 2002, Senate Republicans
were determined to thwart the politStudents in Miss O'Harra's sixth grade class at P.S. 116 in New York salute the flag during the
ically dead Patton at every opportuPledge of Allegiance. in this Oct. 11, 1957 file photo.
nity.
In 2004, House Democrats are
determined to thwart the politically
stumbling Fletcher at every opportunity.
Two years ago, Patton sought to
raise taxes to erase a mounting
budget deficit that threatened to
undermine education and health
care programs. The Senate majority
turned him down flat.
This year, Fletcher has talked
about the "tax modernization" he
campaigned on but waited until last
week to reveal details of that plan.
As a consequence, the chances of
tax reform succeeding are said to be
50-50.
And like 2002, there is a budget
making its way through the process
that no one likes or wants or even
tries very hard to defend. Two years
ago, that process broke down, and
the state went for more than a year
"relatively harmless"
inevitable, Stern figured, so
Does it matter whether
without a budget. Whether that hapbecause most people think
his group should offer a
pens this year will be determined by
the Pledge of Allegiance
they point to 'a kind of
how much legislators of both parpath to approval on narrow
proclaims that the indivisities want to avoid the embarrassfriend and counselor, rather
grounds. Further, he feared
ble American republic is
ment and criticism they received in
judgcommanding
a
than
is
God"
that if "under
"under God"?
2002.
mental presence."
banned, public fury might
In a political sense, the
Compounding the partisan gridcause a "train wreck" — a
Wolfe says fellow atheists
lock is the May legislative primary
answer is certainly yes. The
Constitutional amendment
are "used to being offended"
looming that has incumbents lookattorneys general of all 50
ing over their shoulders at oppoundermining the Supreme
and "on the whole list of
states, the Bush administranents every time they vote just
rulings
a
not
is
separation
this
Court's
crimes,
horrible
tion and many members of
waiting to slice them up at the
big one."
Congress joined briefs back- since 1947.
polls.
Seven Orthodox Jewish
"For the health of the
ing the current wording, an
One partial solution to this budgcountry," he said,"thepeoet-making mess is a constitutional
issue to be argued before the organizations, meanwhile,
amendment that would move the
made an openly religious
ple loosely called the reliU.S. Supreme Court on
budget process to the short, oddwin
pledge.
to
appeal for the
gious right ought
March 24.
numbered legislative session.
teaches
tradition
"Jewish
one."
But the religious answer
The amendment was introduced
But pledge opponents
to the "under God" question that human recognition of
in the Senate early this month by
don't want to give up the
Sen. Dan Seum, R.-Louisville, and
is more complicated, as indi- God is the hallmark of civilization," they said. The
has gotten little public attention.
fight.
cated by the unusual lineup
pledge expresses peoples'
Under Senate Bill 262, the oddof groups taking stands and
They say removing
session would be limited to
year
ment
acknowledg
universal
what they're saying.
"under God" follows the
considering appropriation and revis
destiny
"man's
that
logic of previous Supreme
Pledge proponents think
enue bills, other subjects proposed
by a Supreme Being" Court prohibitions of such
by the governor and two subjects
general acknowledgment of shaped
but doesn't endorse any one school practices as Ten
each proposed by the president of
religion is good for society,
religion.
the Senate and speaker of the House
Commandment displays
a,nd dropping God would
and agreed on by both of them.
different
With a slightly
and prayers at graduations
rewrite history or threaten
Legislative committees also would
of
Sekulow
Alan
Jay
tack,
and football games.
religion's legitimate status.
be able to refer items for considerathe American Center for
tion during the session.
Opponents,some of them
They also raise religious
Currently, any revenue or approreligious believers, argue the Law and Justice, a Christian
principles.
legal agency, argues that the
priation bills considered during the
phrase violates church-state
classic
a
is
God"
"Under
odd-year session must receive a
phrase states one of the
separation as well as the
example of what scholars
superrnajority in both houses to
principles,
founding
nation's
religious rights of some
"cereor
religion"
pass. Seum's amendment would
"civil
call
Americans — or that it's just that "rights emanate from
change that requirement to the
merest
the
deism,"
monial
God, not tivm government,"
even-year sessions.
a meaningless phrase and
reference to a purposely
all faiths can
something
This substantial change, of
possibly demeaning to perto
acceptable
deity
vague
on.
agree
would do nothing to ease
course,
faith.
of
sons
anyone.
the partisan tension between the
proponents
pledge
Many
delefor
support
Formal
House and Senate in preparing a
That's exactly why the
offer secular justifications to
tion of "under God" comes
two-year state budget. But it would
to
e
objectionabl
is
pledge
fit Supreme Court rulin.
mean that legislators would not be
larrly from atheists, secubelievers like Episcopalian
They claim"under God'
facing a primary and general eleclarists, Unitarians and
Randall Balmer, a professor
tion within months of going
Buddhists. Grass-roots senti- isn't any sort of religious
American religious histoof
through the budget-making process.
simbut
prayer
or
exercise
most
silenced
ment has
And by placing limits on other subry at Barnard College, one of
acknowledgfactual
a
ply
Protestant and Jewish organjects that could be considered in
scholreligion
interfaith
the
odd-year sessions, legislators would
izations that normally cham- ment of the nation's past
ars who filed a brief against
have more time to concentrate on
pion church-state separation. heritage of faith, for patriotic "under God."
putting together a complex spendreareligious
than
rather
In the biggest surprise,
ing plan for state government
Balmer says such ritual
sons.
the American Jewish
involving $15 billion.
recitations that mention a
If God is eliminated, they
Congress,one of the most
It also 1,.vould give future new
trivia
to
God
"lead
generic
say, what about the
governors more than a few weeks in
militant separationist
faith."
of
alization
Declaration of Independence
office before proposing a budget to
groups,joined conservative
A leading church-state
the General Assembly.
Creator
their
by
("endowed
in
s
organization
relOous
theorist, Douglas Laycock of
If there is a problem with Seum's
aslung the court to retain the with certain unalienable
the University of Texas Law
amendment, it probably is Seum
Gettysburg
or
rights")
God reference.
himself. As one of the Democrats
Address ("this nation, under School, says that if "under
who switched parties and thus gave
Marc Stem calls this the
religiously
as
really
is
God"
God,shall have a new birth
Republicans control of the Senate
"most uncomfortable" deciunimportant as pledge proor the full text
for the first time in generations,
sion the Jewish congress has of freedom")
ponents claim, then the govSeum is a pariah to Democrats in
Anthem
National
the
of
as
faced during his 27 years
both the Senate and House.
ernment is asking students
motto: 'In
our
this
be
("and
a lawyer there, but political
the
of
name
the
But even pariahs can have good,
take
"to
is our trust").
realities left no choice. God
solid ideas, and this is one of diem.
viowhich
vain,"
in
Lord
if
Proponents also wonder
As the current legislative session
Victory for "under
lates the Ten
constitutions of the 50
the
draws
to a close, and the differGod" is
nts.
ences between the House budget
states would become uncon- Commandme
Laycock and Balmer also
version, the Senate version and
stitutional, since all refer to
Fletcher's original budget lead to
say the pledge phrase viothe deity.
even more partisan wrangling and
of stuTo Alan Wolfe, a lates the consciences
maneuvering, the idea of moving
dents who don't believe in
Boston College
the budget process into a non-elecGod.
any
in
or
God,
one
the
tion year may begin to appeal
political scientist
Mixing faith and governacross party lines.
and an atheist
say.
they
work,
doesn't
ment
That won't do any good for this
who accepts
year, of course, but the experience
American churches flourthe pledge,
of 2002, 2003 and 2004 ought to
such references ish "precisely because govconvince Republicans and
ernment stays out of the relito God are
Democrats alike in the legislature
gion business," Balmer says.
that the process is clearly broken
and something needs to be done to
fix it.

oinks
the Pie

by Richard N. Ostling/AP Religio

riter

Todd Duvall is an editorial writer
for The State Journal in Frankfort.
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Imes-Miller
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& Crematory

Mrs. Clara Lavenia Stewart
Mrs. Clara Lavenia Stewart, 88, Bean Road, Murray, died Sunday,
March 14, 2004, at 6:30 a.m. at her home.
Her husband, William (Bill) Stewart, died Nov. 12, 1980. One sister,
Celeste Marsh, and four brothers. Emmett, Ted, Roy and Hurtis
Williamson, also preceded her in death. Born Feb. 25, 1916, in Finley,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Mack Williamson and Frances
Grooms Williamson.
Mrs. Stewart was a member of Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Betty Dowdy and husband, Max,
Murray, and Mrs. Doris Yarbro, Clarksville, Tenn.; two sons, Ricky Stewart
and wife, Judy, and Don Stewart and wife, Bonny, all of Murray; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Fredia Williamson. Mountain View, Ark., and Mrs. Louise
Williamson, Fort Myers, Fla.; 11 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Fred Durbin

Fred Ow-bin, 92, Murray, died today, Monday, March IS, 2004, at 1 a.m.
at West View Nursing Home.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

at

David Earl Downey

David Earl Downey,56, Old Salem Road, Murray, died Saturday, March
13, 2004, at 6:36 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Hilltop Baptist Church.
One brother, Richard Downey, preceded him in death. Born Oct. 27,
1947, in Calloway County, he was the son of Edgar Downey and the late
Margaret Garland Downey.
Survivors include his father, Edgar Downey, one sister, Mrs. Paulette
Edmonson and husband. Sam, and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Roxanne Downey,
all of Murray; two nieces; eight nephews; one great-niece; three greatnephews.
The funeral will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of ImesMiller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Joe Pat Winchester will officiate.
Nephews will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in the Old Salem
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FRESNO, Calif.(AP)- A makeshift memorial of
stuffed animals, balloons and flowers grew on the
sidewalk in front of a home where a man is accused of
killing nine of his family members, some that police
said may have been the product of incest with his own
daughters.
Six coroners, triple the typical weekend staff,
worked in shifts Sunday to identify the nine people
who authorities believe were shot to death by Marcus
Wesson. It is the largest mass killing ever in Fresno, a
city of 440,000 people about 190 miles southeast of
San Francisco.
Wesson, 57, emerged blood-covered from his home
Friday night after police were called there because of
a child custody dispute. In a back room, police found
a tangle of bodies and clothing, a sight so gruesome it
reduced some veteran officers to tears.
Police needed hours to sort through the bodies, but
eventually determined there were six females and
three males ranging in age from 1 to 24. Authorities
say they were probably all Wesson's children and
grandchildren.
Wesson was jailed on nine murder charges. and bail
was set at $9 million. Coroner's officials said the victims' names might be made public Monday.
"It's just very complicated," Deputy Fresno County
Coroner Amy Hance said Sunday. "Who do you make
notification to if eventually some of the victims are
other victims' relatives?"
Coroner Loralee Cervantes told The Fresno Bee
that each of the victims was shot at least once, and that
six autopsies copducted so far found that a gunshot
was the fatal wound. The remaining autopsies were
expected to be completed Monday.
She said police are investigating whether Wesson
had help in committing the killings, perhaps even by
one of the victims. Police conducted tests to determine
if there was gunshot residue on the hands of one of the

Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Wesson

"In all of our dealings with him,
he's been very articulate," Dyer
told "Good Morning America."
Asked if Wesson had confessed, he
said,"He has been cooperative and
we're continuing with the investigation."
A memorial swelled in front of
the single-story house over the
weekend. A steady flow of people
came by with more cards and teddy
bears. A bouquet of flowers had a
card that read: "A community that

cared."
After their initial investigation officers left the
house and removed the police tape, but Sunday they
once again cordoned off the home's perimeter, and
later carried away several boxes of material.
Dyer said authorities had yet to determine a motive
for the killings, but Dyer and others described bizarre
aspects to Wesson's life and family.
Police said Wesson had fathered children with at
least four women, two of them his own daughters, and
Dyer said authorities were investigating the possibility
of the suspect's involvement with other women in a
polygamous relationship.
Frank Muna, a lawyer who once sold Wesson a
house, said Wesson had lived with five women and
"the neighbors felt there was some weird kind of
polygamy commune thing going on." The women
seemed to be under Wesson's control, walking behind
him and not speaking when he was present, Muna said.
Antique store owner Lois Dugovic, who sold
Wesson several hand-carved mahogany coffins about
five years ago, said he seemed to hold unusual sway
over his daughters, who sometimes came with him on
his monthly visits to the store. Though clean and welldressed, the girls were quiet and avoided eye contact,
leading Dugovic to think their father had tight control
victims.
She also said there was no sign the victims tried to over them. ,
Police found 12 wooden coffins in Wesson's house.
struggle or escape.
her he planned to use the wood to
Police Chief Jerry Dyer said police are trying to Dugovic said he told
houseboat.
a
repair
explore all possibilities.

(AP) WASHINGTON
Sunshine and warm temperatures
aren't the only lures for retirees.
They also want cheaper housing
and some elbow room, and that has
made places like Colorado, Idaho,
Utah and New Mexico increasingly
attractive to the over-65 set.
Each of those states saw its senior population grow by at least 6
percent between 20(10 and 2003,
placing them among the 10 fastestgrowing states for that age group,
according to Census Bureau figures
being released Wednesday.
Much of the growth is due to
active retirees from California who
go looking for destinations with
four-season climates, less congestion and cheaper living costs, said
William Frey, a demogrnpher at the
a
Institution,
Brookings
Washington think tank.
"What's happening is that baby
boomers who moved to California
are just now reaching retirement
age," Frey said. "California is really sort of a bubbling population of
elderly ready to escape high housing costs."
A separate 2002 census survey
found the median home value in
California was above $275,(XX),
compared with $199,000 in
Colorado and $116,000 in New
Mexico.
Nevada, which leads the nation
in most population growth categories, is tops among the 65-andover crowd as well. That population increased 15 percent there
between 2000 and 2003.

Aaron Morris

Aaron Morris, 66, Ky. 121 North. Murray, died Saturday, March 13,
2004, at 4 p.m. his home.
Born May 4, 1937, in Graves County. he was the son of Mavis Waters
McCoil and the late Delmus Morris. One sister-in-law, Diane Henderson,
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janice Holmes Morris, to whom he was
married Oct. 2, 1959; one daughter, Mrs. Tina Preston, one son, Nick
Morris, his mother, Mrs. Mavis Waters McCoil, one brother, Gary McCoil
and husband. Diane, and two grandchildren, Bryan Preston and Brett
Preston, all of Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Pixie Nance and husband, Phil.
Georgia, and Mrs. Ann Hite. Cadiz; four sisters-in-law, Mrs. Nikita Turner
and husband. Russell, and Mrs. Linda Shropshire and husband Jim, all of
Murray, Mrs. Jody Dunnaway Leech and husband Howard, Sedalia, and
Mrs. Patricia Gupton and husband, James, Kirksey.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
& York Funeral Home. Bro. Harry Elkins and the Rev. Mike Wilford will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Kenny Burks, Jim Shropshire, Phil Nance, Russell
Turner, Mitch Gibbs and Nick Morris. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice, 803 Poplar St.,
Murray, Ky., 42071.

Mrs. Beulah Mae Vacca

Mrs. Beulah Mae Vacca, 85, Creekwood Drive, Murray, died Saturday,
March 13, 2004. at 10:35 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
A retired school assistant administrator of McAllen Independent School
Church,
District. McAllen, Texas, she was a member of Calvary Baptist
n.
Associatio
Teachers
Retired
Texas
the
of
and
McAllen,
1919,
Her husband, R.A. Vacca, preceded her in death. Born March 6,
and Mary
Saner
W.C.
late
the
of
daughter
the
was
she
Iowa,
Headrick,
in
Rose Baufman Saner.
Survivors include one son, Gary Vacca and wife, Shelia, Murray; two
grandchildren, Blake Vacca, Murray, and Paul Michael Vacca, Princeton,
Texas.
Burial will be in the Roselawn Cemetery, McAllen, Texas.
no visiJ.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. but
tation will be scheduled here.

Haiti's ousted president flies
to Jamaica over objections
from U.S., Haitian officials
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) shot and killed at least six Haitians
- Ousted Haitian President Jean- in the past week.
Aristide was expected to arrive
Bertrand Aristide left his temporary
exile in Africa on Monday and flew Monday afternoon in Jamaica for
to Jamaica despite opposition to his what officials there said would be a
temporary visit to reunite with his
presence in the Caribbean.
Aristide's imminent arrival-to two daughters while he seeks pertemporary asylum in Jamaica - manent asylum in a third country.
But the Haitian leader, speaking
has increased tensions in Haiti,
as he often does, indicryptically
more
plan
where his followers
protests to demand the return of the cated he has not abandoned his
country's first democratically elect- desire to return to govern Haiti.
"For the time being, I'm listened leader.
to my people," Aristide said
ing
ago,
Since his ouster two weeks
pro-Aristide militants have clashed before boarding the plane in the
"The
with U.S. Marines who form the Central African Republic.
more
the
them,
to
listen
we
more
peacekeep
growing
a
of
vanguard
will
we
more
the
them,
serve
we
ing operation, furious at what they
time.
right
the
at
do
to
what
know
n."
"occupatio
foreign
a
consider
"We all have to do what we can
A Marine was shot Monday in
promote peace."
to
proa
patrolling
the arm while
Aristide has said he was forced
Aristide neighborhood of Port-auby American officials - a
out
peaceAmerican
Prince, the first
keeping casualty in the current claim the Bush administration
operation. His wound was not life- denies - as rebels who had overthreatening. U.S. troops have been run half of Haiti were preparing to
attacked several times and have attack the capital, Port-au-Prince.

GRANITE COUNTERTOPS
If You Thought You Couldn't Afford The
Best, Let Us Give You An Estimate
Prices range from

$55-10

per sq. ft. installed
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Keepsake Monuments, Inc
3812 Hwy. 641 Nic '• •
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Spring rainy season could cause flash flooding
are
rains
heavy
Recent
reminders that Kentucky is in the
midst of its rainy season November through May. Although
this is the typical flood season,
flash floods can occur at any time,
Flash flooding is the No. 1
weather-related killer in the United
States. Because Kentucky has
89.431 miles of rivers and streams,
virtually everyone in the commonwealth will at sometime of another
be in an area susceptible to flash
floods.
With flash floods, time is short
and danger is great. The Kentucky
Division of Water offers these suggestions on how to be prepared
when flood warnings occur.
First of all, have a plan of
action. Know where you are, and
know where high ground is and
how to get there. Keep in mind that
you don't have to be at the bottom
of a hill to be a target for flash
flood dangers. Water runs off higher elevations very rapidly.
Investments Since 1854...

natural
away from
Stay
streambeds and other drainage
channels during and after rainstorms. Never camp on low
ground. A flash flood could catch
you while you are asleep.
A flash flood watch is an advisory that heavy rains may result in
flooding in the specified area. If
one is issued by the National
Weather Service for your area:
• Listen to area radio and television stations for National Weather
Service warnings and reports.
• Recall your plans for such an
emergency and prepare to move
out of danger's way.

REPORT
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Investment Group
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go through water of unknOwn
depth. If your car stalls in rising
water, abandon it immediately and
seek higher ground.
• Be especially careful at night,
when flood dangers are harder to
recognize.
• Stay tuned to area radio or television for additional information
or changing conditions.
After the flash flood watch or
warning is canceled, continue. to
stay tuned to the radio or television
for follow:up information. General
flooding may come later in headwater streams and in major rivers.

If you are tired of low CD rates, come join usfor
a FREE DINNER and learn more about
Woodmen products.
WHERE: COUNTRY CROSSROADS,
72 Aurora Highway, Hardin, KY

Our irrst iiircstiliem is vim.
STOCK MARKET

• If you are on a road, watch for
flooding at dips, bridges and low
areas.
A flash flood warning advises
that flash flooding is occurring or
is imminent in the specified areas.
If a flash flood warning is issued
for your area:
• Act quickly; you may have
only minutes to leave the area.
• Do not attempt to cross a flowing stream on foot if water is above
your knees. Flood waters can move
boulders or heavy trucks, and the
depth and speed of swift water is
very difficult to judge.
• If you are driving, don't try to

WHEN: Thursday, March 25, 2004, 6:00 p.m.
Seating Is Limited, So Call Now To Make A Reservation For You & Your Guest'

Woodmen Annuities And
IRA's Are Currently Paying

**

Sheila Crouse
Field Representative
Office: 753-4741
Cell: 293-7197

3,50°0
Interest,

Tim Hilbrecht
Field Representative
Office: 753-8113
Cell: 293-9757

or Woodmen's Enhancer,
A Modified Endowment Universal
Life Insurance Product,
MAY EVEN PAY YOU MORE.
If You Qualify.

The
"This rate is guaranteed tor the first month and then can vary monthly or can be locked in for one year.
"1

300 Maple Street - Murray, KY

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
L LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

I

HOME OFFICE: OMAHA,NEBRASKA
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Gibson selected Student Girl Scout Troop 1105
of Month by Rotary Club
Shanna Gibson, a senior at Murray High School. has been selected as Student of the Month for
the Murray Rotary Club.
At MHS, she has been a member of the Varsity Soccer Team
for four years and is currently
serving as captain of the team.
She has been a member of the
French Club for four years and is
currently a member of the Pep
Club and Future Business Lead,
ers of America.
Gibson was selected to be a
member of Leadership Tomorrow
and is serving on the CharacterCounts! team. She is the section
editor for the MHS yearbook.
After graduation. Gibson plans
to attend Murray State University
and major in biology. She is the
daughter of Nancy and Ronnie
Gibson of Murray.

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday,
March 16, at 6 p.m. in the community room of
Calloway Public Library.
Jody Hobbs, president of Graves County Piercemakers, will present the program on "Using Embroidery to Enhance Quilts."
The room will be open at 5:30 p.m. and the
meeting will start promptly at 6 p.m.
For more information contact Margie Vander
Luitgaren at 1-731-232-8240 or e-mail vluitgren@wk.net.

Hospital retirees will meet

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Tuesday. March
16, at II a.m. at the Big Apple, Murray. For more
information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday, March 16, at 7 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located
west of the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Shanna Gibson

Singles will meet Tuesday

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday, March 16, at 7 p.m. at
the Weaks Community Center. All singles are invited. For more information call Vickie at'753-3128 or Laverne at 753-0181.

Arthritis self-help course
scheduled in Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. —The Purchase
District Health Department will
offer a six-week course to give
people with, arthritis the knowledge and skills they need to take
a more active part in their arthritis care.
The course will be offered on
the following Mondays. April 12,
19. 26 and May 3, 10 and 17.
from I to 3 p.m. at Lone Oak
United Methodist Church, 3825 Old
US Hwy. 45, Paducah.
Tina Massengill. health educa(or, and Judith Watson RN and

Hobbs will present program
at Quilt Lovers' meeting

nutritionist, will teach the course
There is no charge for the classes.
Some of the topics that will
be covered are exercise, relaxation, .ways to save energy and
use muscles and joints wisely,
medications and nutrition, coping
with depression, pain and other
problems associated with arthritis.
Persons interested in attending
these classes must pre-register by
calling 1-270-247-1490 or 1-888245-3902.

Lodge 138 meeting on Tuesday
Photo provided
presents
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Morgan Huston, right, of Girl Scout Troop
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Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

MATINEES SAT. & SUN. ONLY
Secret Window
PG13 - 7:00 - 9:15
Agent Cody Banks 2
PG - 7:20 - 9:25
Starsky and Hutch
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:50

Passion of the Christ
'Showing on 2 Screens)

R - 6:45 - 9:30
R - 7:15
Twisted
R - 9:40
50 First Dates
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:35
Hidalgo
PG13 - 6:55 - 9:40
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MARCH 18
Program Information Call 753-3314

Lodge 170 meeting canceled

Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 of Kirksey will not meet Tuesday, March 16, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. All lodge members are urged
to attend. For information call 489-6251.

Music Department to meet Tuesday

Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday.
March 16, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Gene Gilliland of Benton will
present a lesson on shaped-note singing. Hostesses will be Rebecca
Landolt, Pat Miller, Norma Paschall, Amy Roos and Annie Nance.

registrations
Eastwood Christian Academy taking
holding registration for

Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regularly scheduled Bridge play on Wednesday,

Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 of Hazel will meet Tuesday,
March 16, at 6 p.m. at Ryan's Restaurant, Murray. All lodge members are urged to attend.

March 10, at the club.
First place winner was Lou Ann
Philpot and second place winner
was Doris Rose.
Sue Wells served as hostess.
Bridge will be played Wednesday. March 17, at 9:15 a.m. at
the club.
In the event you have not signed
up, call Crystal Parks, hostess, at
753-4645. All members are welcome to play.

Olk

Spring "Bargains
Are Sprouting
f

KrrAs
Areal 3eiwt4
ciew
New Spring Items
Out Daily
We Also Have Prom Formals
• Unique
• Hard to Find
• Low Prices
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm
605 S. 12th St. • 762-0207
Owner - Rita Wyatt

Eastwood Christian Academy is currently
both four-year-old kinderthe 2004-05 school term. Eastwood has
as well as grades on
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office at 753academy
through 12. Interested persons may call the
8 a.m. to. 4
from
hours
office
during
s
7744 to schedule interview
Murray.
East,
94
p.m. at the school, located at 2191 St. Rt.

will meet
Parent Support Group
formerly called Parents Anonymous,

will
Parent Support Group,
Pittman-Munke,
Peggy
p.m.
8
to
6
from
15.
March
meet tonight.
Support board chair. For
Murray State faculty member, is Parent
753-7044.
information call

Karla Keese

Keese and Lemaine featured
at Christian Women luncheon
Karla Keese, head pharmacist
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital was the featured speaker at the February luncheon of
Christian Women of Murray held
in the social hall of First United
Methodist Church.
Presenting special music was
Dahn Lemaine. a professional
singer.
Gayle Clauson, photographer,
had prepared a fun display of pictures of those attending the luncheons in disguised costumes for the
participants to guess who they were.
The next luncheon will be Friday, March 19, at 10 a.m. at the
same place.
Donna Raye Kirby, wife of Frank
Kirby, pastor of Rocky Ridge Baptist Church. Cadiz, will be the
featured speaker. They have three
children and three grandsons.

Mrs. Kirby will just be returning from her fifth mission trip to
Nicaragua. She is employed by
the Christian County School System where she is a computer .lab
instructor, school technology assistant, and student technology leadership program coordinator at
Crofton Elementary School.
Special music will be by Debra
Webb, singer.
Volunteers will be modeling
clothes from Angel's Attic for a
style show.
Effie Kemp, president, invites
all interested women to attend.
There are no dues or memberships.
Reservations for the luncheon,
catered by Judy Stahler, should
be made by Wednesday. March
17, by calling Jo Lovett at 7534683.

'

Post-Surgery

Carpet Your

FAMILY ROOM
& HALL

After surgery, you can
depend on the caring
staff at Stone-Lang to
assist you with all of
your mastectomy needs.

.0 5495*
Installed With Pad

Remember Connie from Terry's and Black's?
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• Prosthesis
•sMastectomy Bras
We Bill Medicare
"Since 1876...A Name
You Can Trust!"

270-753-8055
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Need Line list special needs

Need Line of Murray and Calloway County has released its wish
list of items low to fill the baskets for clients. This includes corn
meal mix, macaroni and cheese, tuna, canned meat and pork & beans
for food items; bath tissue, bar soap. size 3 and 4 diapers, deodorant for men and women, and dish liquid for personal and hygiene;
large and medium size brown paper bags and zip lock plastic bags
to prepare the needs for clients. Items may be taken to the Need
Line office located on the bottom floor of the George Weaks Community Center. For information call 753-6333.

Angels Attic Thrift Shop open

Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 972 Chestnut St., Murray, next to
Pagliai's, is open from noon to 5 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays.
Volunteers are urgently needed to assist with this community-wide
endeavor which benefits the Angels Community Clinic. For more
information call 762-0505.

AA meetings are scheduled

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday; at 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. on Wednesday; at
10 a.m. on Saturday; and 4 p.m. on Sunday at the American Legion
Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray. The only requirement
for attendance is a desire to stop drinking. For information call 4365675 or 759-4539.

TIITSSENTIAL DAY 5PA
GET READY FOR SPRING I3REAK
...ue post look

STONE-LANG CO.
www.shopothomocarpots.com
(270)293-8086 or (866)936-6600
*up to 33 sq. yds additional charges to mine furniture and take up old carpet.

MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
210 South 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071
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Murray Rotary Club

Photo provided

Barbara Buoy, postmaster at Kirksey, presents gifts to contest winners, from left, Darcy Stephenson, Marci Crouch,
Jeremy Pruitt and Shea Pierce. Halley Tubbs was absent.

Kirksey Post Office
sponsors stamp contest
Kirksey Post Office recently
sponsored a Stamp Design Contest for the fifth grade students at
North Calloway Elementary School.
Students were asked to design
postage stamps to coordinate with
their recent studies of history, science and current events.
Winning stamp designers were

Shea Pierce, first; Halley Tubbs,
second; Marci Crouch, third; Darcy
Stephenson, fourth; and Jeremy
Pruitt, fifth.
Prizes were awarded to the winning students by Barbara Bucy,
postmaster at Kirksey. All students
who participated were awarded a
small gift.

Photo provided

New members of the Murray Rotary Club welcomed at the
meeting March 11 were, from left, Max Outland, Donna
Apple and Andy Graham.

Photo provided

Speaking at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club was Elizabeth Riley, center, of the CASA office. Also pictured are
Delores Wells, left, and Donna Herndon, right.

Boys & Girls Ranch lists CASA director speaks
at Murray Rotary Club
Murray Preschool/Head special camp needs
Start and Early Head
Start Registration
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Murray Preschool/Head Start will
have registration for three and
four-year old children who will
attend preschool classes this fall.
The Early Head Start program,
which services pregnant women.
infants and toddlers to the age of
three, will also hold registration.
This will be Wednesday. March
31„ from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the
first floor of Murray State University's Alexander Hall. North
16th Street.
Applications will be taken at the
same time for three and four year
old children who are interested in
and eligible for Murray Head Start's
full year, full day program, located at the Willis Early Childhood
Center on LP Miller Street.
A third location, the Ruby Simpson Child Development Center,
located on the MSU campus, will
also serve Preschool/Head Start
children.
Eligibility i1s based on income
guidelines. Four year ,olds must
meet school district free meal criteria. Early Head Start applicant's
and three year olds eligible for
preschool must meet federal poverty guidelines. Three and four-yearold children with disabilities will
be eligible regardless of income.
The program Is free of charge
to those meeting eligibility criteria. and there may also be a tuition
option for over income preschool
children.
Parents of children applying for
Early Head Start or Preschool/Head
Start must bring the following
items for registration: Child's certified birth certificate; Social Security cards of all family members:
proof of income (2002 tax return,
W-2 form, K-Tap. SSI, child support. MSU grant/scholarship info.).
medical card or insurance card,
and custody information if applicable.
The Murray Preschool/Head Start
and Early Head Start programs
are housed on the first floor of

the Alexander Hall at Murray State
University.
For additional information call
762-3262 or 762-5438. For information concerning the Willis Center, call 767-9229. For information concerning the Ruby Simpson Center, call 762-3262.
Directions for parking for registration day at MSU Alexander Hall
are as follows: When traveling
North on 16th Street. turn left just
past the Alexander Hall Building
onto Calloway Street. Parking lots
are on the left side of the street
These programs are accredited
by National Association for the Education of Young Children.

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. — The
Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys & Girls
Ranch serves children between the
ages of 8 and II and from lowincome homes by providing a week
of summer camp, completely free
of charge to each child.
The camp runs for eight weeks
each summer, alternating boys one
week and girls the next.
Sheriffs in each Kentucky County are allotted both boys and girls
and transport the children to and
from camp.
The camp has released a wish
list of items that are in constant
demand during the camping season, At a cost of $300 per child
per week, assistance with items
such as those listed below would
be greatly appreciated, according
to Ray H. Stoess, executive director.
Needs of first aid supplies
include ice packs, cotton balls,
children's Tylenol or Aleve, latex

I

interests of the children."
Volunteers are trained and then
assigned a child that they visit
and get acquainted .with, and then
speak for that child in court. Riley
said there is always a need for
volunteers and asked anyone interested to contact the CASA office.
Also present at the meeting
were Delores Wells. past case manager, and Donna Herndon, president of CASA hoard.

Global Mortgage Link, LLC
"Home Ownership Made Easy"
• Zero-dowr. Great Rates
and 5° down, fixed/variable
• Investment Property
•Refinancing and Consolidation
• Home Equity - 2nd Mortgage Retinanong up to 12:•Many Other Loan Programs
Owned & Operated in Murray since 1997
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Relay Team Captains:
Remember to complete your team
registration form and return it by
March 19 to receive your
participant T-shirts.
For more information please
contact: Cheryl Hicks at 753-6016
or Kathy Hodge at 436-2424

For cancer information 24 hours a day, call
1.800.ACS.2345 or visit www.cancer.org.

vvww.murrayledgencom
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Elizabeth Riley. director of Court
Appointed Special Advocates for
Children in Our Court System
(CASA). spoke at a recent meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Riley said "CASA was founded in 1977 by a judge in Seattle.
Wash., who was concerned that
decisions made for the neglected
and abused children appearing in
his court were decided without
sufficient information on'the best

(270) 753-7407
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gloves (all sizes), swimmer's ear
drops, band aids of all sizes that
of low supply and of great demand.
Stoess said the camp is always
in need of twin, full or queen
sheet sets, towels, wash cloths.
Styrofoam cups. all purpose cleaner, toilet paper, bleach, bug repellent, construction paper, poster
board, small tractor, golf cart, generators, cleaning rags, disinfectant
spray, tissues, toilet seats, pillows.
Styrofoam division plates and
bowls, paper towels, napkins, dish
washing liquid, laundry detergent.
fabric softener sheets, crayons,
markers, activity and coloring
books, arts and crafts items, commercial washer, commercial dish
washer, shower curtains and hooks,
furniture polish, snack items and
plumbing.
Items may be taken to the camp
or call 1-2770-362-8660 for more
information.

Bridal Open House March 20
Registered Bridal Couple: Brittney Beane & Clint Johnson
Bring ad with you and receive

15% OFF.

Huy.94 E• Murray f termer Hoffinun's Nursees)• 767-0107
His: Mon.-Fri. 10-5•Sat. 10-5

WE'VE MOVED!
Visit Us At Our New
Location in Southside
Shopping Center!
(Next to Rita's Neat Repeats and the
former Reader's Gallery)

605E South 12th Street
753-1110 • 800-686-6009

Home
Auto.
Farm.
IRA's
Nursing Home

INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
www.ktbmurray.com

'1

‘ .i

'''

STUART
ALEXANDER

Paint
The Town
Purple!
Support Relay For Life of
Calloway County
For a $10 donation receive a purple ribbon
to display at your home, on your vehicle,
at your business or wherever you want
during the month of April.

To order a ribbon contact any
Relay For Life Team Member or
contact Debbie Howard
at 753-2400 or
dkhoward103@yahoo.com.
•
•
RELAY
FOR LIFE

All proceeds go to the
American Cancer Society.
For cancer information 24 hours a day
call 1.800.ACS.2345 or
visit www.cancer.org
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Church members hold ceremony one
day after fire kills two firefighters
PITTSBURGH (AP) — A day
after a church fire killed two firefighters, injured dozens more and
left a congregation without its spiritual home, the pastor promised his
parishioners they would "rise out of
the ashes."
The Rev. Dr. Joseph V. Winsett
told more than 300 parishioners of
Ebenezer Baptist Church who gathered Sunday at a nearby church that
they must not dwell on the tragedy.
"I'm not asking why the building was burned," Winsett said dui
ing a ceremony marked by singing
and clapping. "1 stopped asking
questions of God, because you
can't figure out God sometimes."
Firefighters Richard Stefanakis,
51, and Charles Brace, 55, both of
Pittsburgh, died in Saturday's fire,
according to the coroner. Twentysix other firefighters and one public
works employee were injured. Six
people remained hospitalized
Sunday.
Parishioners said they were
struggling with the loss of the
church, which was founded in 1875
and has deep roots as the oldest
black Baptist church in the city.
Jeriel Stirkey, a 7 1-year-old deacon, was baptized there and
recalled playing tag in the corners
of the building as a boy.
"I've been there all my life. It's
my home," he said. "It's the only
place I had in my life that they didn't tear down."
Firefighters thought they had the
fire under control when the steeple
collapsed. The debris fell into the
building's basement, where both

AP Photo

Pittsburgh firefighters stand guard near the front door of the
District
fire-gutted historic Ebenezer Baptist Church in the Hill
fightSaturday
died
firefighters
city
Two
Sunday.
Pittsburgh,
of
church.
ing a blaze that completely destroyed the 131-year-old
dead firefighters were found, Fire
Chief Peter Micheli said.
A board of inquiry will look into
whether the city should take up
additional safety measures, the
chief said.
Ebenezer has about 2,500 members, about 900 of whom were

active, church officials said.
William Monroe, 64, who was
baptized and married in the church,
believes the fire will strengthen the
church community. "It might bring
people closer together. Maybe
more members will join," Monroe
said.

Andy Rooney gets record response
for calling Mel Gibson `wacko'
NEW YORK (AP) — Andy Rooney certainly knows
how to stir the passion in his viewers.
The "60 Minutes" curmudgeon said Sunday he got
30,000 pieces of mail and e-mail in response to his Feb.
22 commentary, in which he called "The Passion of the
Christ" filmmaker Mel Gibson a "wacko."
It's the biggest viewer response ever to a segment on
the CBS newsmagazine, which has been on the air since
1968, a spokesman said.
Rooney also called the Rev. Pat Robertson a "wacko"
for saying he had a conversation with God, but not many
people noticed that, he said. Most of his mail concerned
Gibson.
"I think the Mail was a good indication of how bitter-
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Paid

Paid

To Be Announced Cross-

Clifford Arthur
Cross-

Cosby

Reposes Discov- Denson Min

MTV

26 49 27 24 (10 30)*WC Videos (In Siereol

TNT

28 27 39 14 Law & Order I

POPO Blue .4.

TLC

29 41 41

Wed-

LIFE

30 52 31 31

USA

32

AMC

34

NBAF-

Wed

ABC

News

Fortune

Horn-

70s

King-Hill Simp-

Road

Road

Blind

FreshPr FreshPr Horn-

Libertys Clifford Clifford-Red

News! Fortune

Zoom! News-Lehrer

Oprah Winfrey! News'! CBS

Mass

Will

Chang- Magee

Dragon GED

Busl-

5th

News! RayWill
Spring
News-Lehrer

Cops! Cops! Manna Griffith

Poke-

Yu Gi

The Teammates

Horn

Interrupt SportsCenter I

BnsmastersI

ATP Tennis: Pack Lite Open

MTV Special

RealWrl- Room

TRL I

Made tin Ssereo I

Direct Effect

HYPO Blue I

Judging Amy I

Angel (In Stereo)

Charmed!

Law & Order if

Trading Spaces

While You Out

Clean Sweep I

In a Fix I

Any Day Now!

Strong Medicine

Nanny

Jackie

Ellen Show

8 MLB Preseason Baseball: Onoles at Martins
NBA

Baby

NBAF-

Baby

Movie: at -About Sarah"(1998)I

Static

.

i

I

Dream Job!

Design- "The (levi's Bed"

JAG (In Stereo)!
Texts Ranger
Movie: **”: -Final Destination"(2000) Tens Ranger
JAG In Stereo)I Texas Ranger
111 30) Movie: **a "Bugsy"(1991)'R' Movie: t*'2 -Whim Feather'(1955, Western)'NB- Movie: **** -Hod"(1963) Paul Newman 'NFT I
City Confidential Amer. Justice
Murder-Wrote
Movie: 'Poirot Lord Edgware Ores"! Murder-Wrote
Amer. Justice

A&E

15

FAN

36 53 36 2 Family

NICK

37 22 24 4 Max

Oddpar- Oddpm-

HGTV

43 36 18

Design- Land-

SPIKE

44 13 30 23 7 Days (In Sive)) Star Trek Gen.

WTBS

52 26 21 13 Cosby

TOON

65 32 50

Family

Step

Step

Two

Decorat•
Cosby

Tom & Jerry

Cosby

Highlander!
Coder,- Dexter

66 61

Both Sides

67 39

BET Now

The Center

70 34UISmash Hits ol Country
Ed 71 51
Movie:•* "Ishtar"(1987)'PG-13'I
(11 30) Movie

073 52 1)1115)Movie

Full Hee Full Hee. 7th Heaven 4

..

Sabrina

Sponge

Building

House

Real TV Real TV Real TV Real TV Real TV Real TV Star Trek Gen.

FreshPr FreshPr Harvey

Looney Dexter

FiTDtr Knock

Full Hee 7th Heaven!

Closing Arguments

85 72 54

News

CBS

News

Street

Wire

Fortune

News

As World Turns

Cosby

6.30

6:00
News

News II Enter-

Street

25 30 25

5:30
ABC
NBC

Fellow- Inspr.

Osbourne Show

News

Monte) Williams'! News! ABC

Paid

Berens- Shrinks Arthur

5:00

Oprah Wnfrey I News

Heat of Night

24

Pro-

News

Wayne Brady

ESPN2

Sec

News

4:30

Guiding Light!

ESPN

SportsCenter I

Judy

4:00

As World Turns
Inspir•

Spring

Style

MAR.16, 2004
3:30

Days of Our Lives Dr, Phil

WSW-ABC 7 7

DKA-W8 22

3:00
Judy

5

MAX

Country Room

Full Hie "Grow-

Blues-

Looney Looney 'Sway Scooby IScooby-Doo

All My Children! One Life to Live I General Hospital
News

SHOW

Dora

Koala [Wiggles
Rolle fOul-Box PBJ
Wiggles Stanley Rohe
Stanley Wiggles JoJo
JoJo
Movie: to "F.!ve Guns Wes!' Movie: cc -Far Norm"(1988) 'Thunderbirds Are Go'(1966).-The Thing With Two Heads"
Movie: "Cowboy Lip"12000) [Movie: **'... 'Borclerline'-(20021'RAE 1"Jagged Ecige - P
Movie Ta • 7aie"11995) PG [Rosa Parks

News

HBO

7th Heaven!

Blues-

Bear

WS1114113C 4 4

MTV

,

Laverne iNanny

Movie The Man Whe Knew Too Little" Movie: as "Spy Hard. t1996)!Making [Movie.*** "A Mighty Wind"
Movie: ea* -The Wort or Sloe Wong" Movie: "Mr Wrong"11 996)I Movie: * "Hah Pas!Dead.(20021!
Movie: vs "Butishot"(19831 Movie: 'The Jr Crowcf-(19881 **it 'Wateiproor
Movie
:"She's Having a Baby"( 1988)

TUESDAY AFTERNOON

OURT

Home

Duvall

Paid

COURT

BET

Mak-

Mak-

Dating

Laverne Mad

The 700 Club!

Rubba- Dora

Move: as: "Three Fuggfves"(t989)

Courage Power- Yu Gi

21 21 5 11 Tete-

J04-IN DEERE

ER -ikon Showers Judging Amy!
Dating

Wed-

Golden Nanny

Living

Paid

Saved-

WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 Days of Our Lives Passions!

Right now, buy almost any John Deere lawn or garden tractor and pay nothing until next year.
That makes our machines like the 100 Series even more attractive, especially when they start at just $1499.
all
Season after season, you'll enjoy superior, even cutting with The Edge"' Cutting System, and
nearest
the quality and reliability you've come to expect with owning a Deere. So get to your
dealer today. A deal on tractors this good is too good to pass up.

Rockford Files

Movie: at "The Runnerl1999. Drama) Movie: ** "Boondoci Saints"119991

Duvall

!Paid

Paid

Wed-

Golden Nanny

Quilts

Trans-

KRN-ABC 2 2

FOR A LIMITED TIME,
$0 DOWN/0% INTEREST/0 PAYMENTS FOR 12 MONTHS'

Heat of Night

ER (In Stereo)!

,
'T1Pical

65 32 50

KBSI-Fox

The Price Is Right Young-Restless

Matlock!

Baby

Rangers Digimon Gro-

TOON

F-CBS 5

Baby

Oddpar- 'Rocket IRugrats Sponge Max

Paid

WS)LABC

Regis and Kelly

2 "Pnzzrs Honor (19851Jack Nicholson.'R. I "Bugsy"
/
*** 'Cheaper by the Dozer" Movie: ***1
City Confidential
Murder-Wrote
Movie: "Poirot Lord Edgware Cies"! Murder-Wrote

)Hillary Clinton

Paid

43 36 18

Bus

Workout

34 58 29

HON

Animal

Hi-5!

AMC

Paid

Hap

Inspir-

AMC ProjectI

[(3:15) Movie

Hillbil-

The Lost World! The Pretender! Charmed!

Brum 11 Save
Paid

Justice 1Hillbil-

Believ-

A BCD 12:00 112:30 1:00 1 1:30

^

MAR. 15, 2004
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 1 12:30

9:30

ly divided our country is right now," Rooney said on his
Sunday "60 Minutes" commentary. "I hope I'm not contributing to that — even though I'm right and everyone
else is wrong."
He read some of the mail on the air, including one let-

THIS YEAR

www.JohnDeere corn/Homeowners

f
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Seinen Seinfeld Friends

Manny

Drew

Drew

Horn-

Horn-

Grim

Ed, Edd Astro

Hak.

Dragon Dragon Totally

Catherine Crier

Evid-

1064 Part: Top 10 Live

Rap City: Tha Basement

Strait
"A:titanium or Pluto Nash"

Dexter

Cope! Cops! Cops!
BET
G Strad

Movie: *** -Path to War" 12002. DrarrialMichaei Garton

Movie: **a -Pretty Woman"(1990)'R' Movie:**'., 'Blood Work"(2002)'R'I Movie: tie 13alseros"12032)'PG'I
Movie: ** "Perfect"(1985, Drama)'Fi'

Stanley Pools

House

House

Movie: ** "Love Is All There Is"(1996) Movie: "She's Having a Baby-(1988)

Recess Ulo

Recess Kim

Proud

Even

Sister

Sister

Limn

DISH

78 31 57

JoJo

FLIX

715

(It 45) Movie: love Ekes' Movie: "Sunburn"(19791'PG' Atone: at Ned Keay"(1970)'OR'! Movie:** "FX21 1991) Bryan Brown
Linsto- *Me: "Crossing the Bndge Movie: *a* "Mortal Thoughts'(1991)
movie, ye* "NtAs"11987. Drama)'R
it no *vie

HBO2

4.:4-stifieZ.•
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Classifieds
Fax: 753-1927
Act Notice
Murray Ledger & limes Fair Housing
Federal Fair
the
to
suhlect
herein
All real estate ads mord
error any pretererae, lintHousing Ai lurk makes it IAryl to ads
sec, handicap
tab.w, or dot rum:lawn based in race color. rehinori.
make any su,h pref
to
intention
or
orgin.
Donal
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or
status
tarruhal
erenirs lirridanons Jr Jui.runination
rental or advertising ol
State laws fortwd diunnunatson in the sale,
d under iedreal estate heed on testa, in addition ta, those proteste
eral law
or real estate which u not
Kr will knowingly accept am adverts...rig hereby
oriented that all
are
in s lolanon of the Lass AU persons
nin hams
dwellings aisernsed are as ailable un an equal opportu
enticing
Ads
Housing
Fair
with
e
For further assistanc
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ADJUSTMENTS
Adreilisers are requested to check

Ita first
nserton ot thew ads lor any error Murray
Ledger 8 Times wall be responskile tor only one
asserlon My ern),sliOuld De reported
so correctkins can be made

DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11 cm.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m.
Mon S p.m.

Wednesday

Wed. 11 cm.

Thursday

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Legal Notice
Notice
Personais
Financial

060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Help Wanted
Poakion Wanted
Domestic A Childcare
BusIness Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Artkies For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 4 Garden

190 Form Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood

200

210

Musical

220

Roommate wanted
060 Lost And Found

an)6111-1000

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

010
020
025
030
040

260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380

Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile HOM1111 For Sale
Mobrie Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
COmMierCilli Property
Pets & Supplies

390 Livestock 4 Supplies
410 Public Sale

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
465
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

11111111
423111111•11
RATES

CLASSIFIED AD

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & AP."s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 4 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobecco & Supplies

Discount 2nd Run,
$7.50 Column Inch,60%
40% Discount 3rd Run.
,4(i 3 Ada Mud Run Walt,'6 Day Prroo,1 ping Guide)
for Monday (Shop
$2.75 per column inch extra

.1.1 APPEAR QN

PLACE YOUR LINE AP ANI21.1111
CHARGE,
THE WEBSITE Al N4 EXTRA
It I )
I 1 N.. I
or less
$8.00 First Day - 20 wor•s
Over 20 words $.50 each
$.11 per word
ional Consecutive Days:

Shopping Guide)$250 extra
V 75 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into
The publisher maintains

010

010

Legal
Notice

Land For Rent or Lease

025

None.

CD

L

Notice

Legal
Notice

Nonce

Calloway County Hospital will
Notice is hereby given that Murray
property until 2:00 p.m., preus
accept sealed bids for the listed surpl
2004 at which time they will be
vailing local time, on March 31.
be clearly marked on the outside
shall
bids
All
.
opened and read aloud
ng only, to Louis Vetter, CFO,
writi
in
as SEALED 1411) and submitted
803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY
Murray (7alloway County Hospital,
office of Louis Vetter, CFO,
the
in
d
opene
be
42071. The bids will
tal.
Murray Calloway County Hospi

WE'VE"
MOVED
.itnil not very fan

1

Kult.„
vcc() m

The stylists of

Kut—N—Kurl

INSURANCE

be used for bidding. The auto
Forms provided by the hospital must
up at the office of Louis Vetter,
d
picke
forms
bid
may be inspected and
Poplar Street, Murray, KY
803
tal,
Murray Calloway County Hospi
42071

Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans
AsSIVatatielha

1-888-FOR MR.IS
304 Main St.
74757
1.88/84,
Murray, KY 43071
1270459-5000
d Drivers
All Occasion Tranaportation • Airport Service • Certifie

513 S. 12th St.• 753-1682
(next to Sound Station)

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Equal
Compliance Specialist, Office of
track
e
tenur
non,
Opportunity. Full-Time
other costs.
.
2004
April
The purchaser will be responsible for all
begin
to
position
degree with
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Bache
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atio
th(•
ific
t
Qual
accep
to
ves the right
e
Murray Calloway County Hospital reser
four years of progressively responsibl
to waive technicalities.
highest bid or reject any or all bids, and
r's
Maste
red.
requi
ience
exper
al
ssion
profe
nd in
degree preferred. Must have backgrou
Louis Vetter,
ity
rtun
oppo
tal
l
Hospi
equa
ty
Coun
rces,
way
human resou
'hief Financial Officer, Murray Callo
Must
and/or training and development.
ahave strong analytical skills, communic
020
ted and have the
orien
l
detai
be
s,
skill
tion
Notice
ities.
ability to handle multiple prior
INVITATION TO BID
ndemo
red;
requi
s
skill
uter
comp
lent
Excel
ARE you tired of paying
,
ssing
proce
GENERAL SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
work
strated competence with
high phone bills yet? Call
,
shing
publi
top
oblino
desk
for
t,
ting
accep
Lamb
dshee
s
sprea
is
Denni
database,
The Murray Board of Education
software pre. Your local
on
quote
ntati
ment
gation
prese
equip
and
and
ies
page
suppl
al
web
gener
sealed bids for
rauthorized dialogue agent
athletferred. See our website at httpi/www.mu
to include athletic supplies & equipment,
251-3625 from 10amrpt.htm for comr/job
l,
dir/h
visua
du/in
audio
ate.e
ning,
rayst
ditio
recon
t
ic equipmen
10pm
:
om),
plete information. Application Deadline
band/music supplies, business forms (Cust
rsity
Unive
State
ay
g
.
Murr
catin
2004
dupli
29,
h
Marc
custodial supplies & equipment,
nt
, first
is an equal education and employme
supplies, fire/safety/security items
.
oyer
empl
AA
/,
supl
M/F/D
ctiona
y,
opportunit
aid/health supplies, furniture, instru
ies, library
plies, laminating & binding suppl
n supplies,
books & supplies, lumber & garde
office supment,
equip
&
ies
maintenance suppl
printing
ies,
suppl
&
ment
d
equip
round
playg
plies,
Part-time position it South Pleasant Grove Unite
America's
WANTED.
ce,
Scien
Math,
(Art,
items
include...
ties
sibili
Respon
h.
services, specialty
y
Churc
Murra
dist
of
Metho
God
of
Church
& equipSpecial Education, etc.), toner, tools
is in prayer for a place to
its
&
ies
troph
•Providing general oversight of the choir and
ies,
suppl
ment, transportation
Worship Needed approx
ted
am.
accep
progr
3/1/04. Please contact
awards, and uniforms. Bids will be
at the
*Maintaining effective communication with the
Pastor Allen Waid at 270until 2:00 P.M., Monday, March 29, 2004.
are on file
church regarding the music program.
293-7790
Murray Board Office. Specifications
r
Carte
tion,
nizing and conducting weekly choir
Educa
*Orga
050
of
at the Murray Board
,
Street
Found
Lost and
rehearsals.
Administration Building, 208 S. 13th
Board of
'Leading music during worship services.
Murray, KY 42071. The Murray
any and/or
JUST give us a call,
•Working closely with the pastor in selecting
Education reserves the right to reject
we'll be glad to help,
music for the worship services.
all bids.
Your loved one we'll
pFor more information and a complete job descn
try to find,
with
es
resum
Furry
send
or
have
60
'Cause we all
tion call 270-753-60
or Feathered Friends,
references to:
020
Here at the
Notice
P.O. Box 1040-P
Ledger & Times.
Murray, KY 42071

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

tible that
You are responsible for the deduc A; $100 on
Medicare does not pay. $876 on Part
Part B. Call me for more information.
CLIENTS
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

060

060

Lou V. McGary

labgi!

ek
t
Orf

invite you to come see our new shop at

Edition, Burgundy
Ford Explorer 2003, Eddie Bauer

Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

The vehicle is being sold "as is".

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

WE'VE MOVED!
d in
etki Sunset Boulevard Music is now locate
beside
the yellow building
\t/4FC
Wendy's on Chestnut Street

A vio.
rrr

(r'

(Ds, CAR STEREO
INSTALLATION

%DVS •
(.111SIN1 I SlITIFT IBISIM WI
1..m. I /Mei, it

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice of Law Including:
BANKRUPTCY
EICUSTODY/SUPPORT
)RC
1)1 V(
IMINALITRAFFICIDUI
PERSONAL INJURY

753-1752
\ \IA I. Int-4 \1I-'\ I

CAROL BLOCK, EA
TAX SHOP
300 MAPLE ST., RM 107
MURRAY

270-753-4668
kcblock @msn.com

ELECTRONIC FIUNG &
OUT OF STATE RETURNS

CHOIR DIRECTOR

all 753-1916
ATTENDANTS/MODELS
NEEDED- Paradise Club
& Spa, naturist facility, no
experience necessary, will
train. Earn up to $1.000
per week. Call (270) 2471140.
DAYS Inn now hiring parttime house keepers and
also front desk for night
audit. Apply in person 517
S 12th St
HELP Wanted: Full-time
Appliance delivery & Installation person. Apply in
person at Murray Appliance 212 East Main
Street
NATIONAL COMPANY
needs 8FT and 4PT marketing associates to call on
individual, small business
and group market. Car &
vacation incentive. Call
877-620-4884
NOW Hiring for all positions, for all shifts. Apply
In person 0 Sonic Drivein. 217 S. 12th Street.
No Pseie Calls Plesap.

NOW Hinng manager and
cashiers full and part-time
Apply between 10am12pm at Peddlers Mall 928
S 12th St. Next to Fred's
759-2106 F_QE
-PROFESSIONAL Coordinator position must be
high energy & pro-active
inside/outside sells, customer service skills, excellent computer skills. documentation skills a must.
-Daily labor positions
$8- 10/hourty.
opening
Contact Integnty Employment Solution 1-888-5476218

&
Sportsman's ANCHOR RESORT
hir,
Creek
than
Jona
at
68
Hwy.
MARINA,
ing for the 2004 Season as follows: STORE
- cash
CLERKS Full and part time positions
SE
register, calculator experience, fishing
E
SID
OUT
ul.
helpf
boating knowledge
ng
DOCK PERSON - Full time, with fishi
E
boating experience. OUTSID
and
Time,
Full
CE
NAN
NTE
MAI
S
UND
GRO
restmowing, weed eating, cleaning pool and
n.
perso
e
charg
in
,
skills
rooms, leadership
to work
HOUSEKEEPERS - Must be able
5
any of the 7 days a week, but usually only
be in
days at the most. All positions must
uled
good physical health, able to work sched
welcome.
Holidays and Weekends, retirees
4:00
Call weekdays only, between 9:00 to
n
for interview and job applicatiA
270/354-6568.
rity is
The Murray Calloway Transit Autho
an
looking for that right person. We have
have
Must
.
tcher
opening for a part-time dispa
packa working knowledge of the Microsoft
person.
ted
orien
sked
a
multi-ta
be
age and
comCome be part of the MCTA Team. Must
ss.
proce
n
plete Training and applicatio
Apply Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 12 noon
at 270-753-9725

Make It Easier
For Those You Love

753-6800
Office
Keith &
Kelvin

York

BLOCK'COLEMAN
FUNERAL HOME
d
Farad, Om nett and Operate

COUNTRY CHEVROLET
104 W. 5th Street
BENTON, KY 42025-0605

Gary KeyIs back at
Country Chevrolet
for all your new s used
vehicle needs.

Home
713 South
4th St.

Jackson at 753-1916
and place your ad today!

K • CMC
CHEVROLET • PONTIAC • BUIC

877-280-7970

Help Wanted

Maintenance
Grounds Workers
Established local
company is seeking a
career minded individual with a strong
work ethic. Full time,
vacation and holidaYs. Must be
mechanically minded. Landscaping and
backhoe a plus.
Apply in person:
Murray Memorial
Gardens
3223 US Hwy.
641 N.
Murray, KY 42071
ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT
Career opportunity with
office.
professional
Extensive knowledge of
Office
Microsoft
Applications.
Expenence in managing
multiple tasks, files, calendars. calls & appointments a must. Excellent
benefits. Salary commensurate with experience. Send your resume
ICE

Administrative
Assistant
Box 1040-A
Murray, KY 42071
The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger 8 Times
(270)753-1916
Progressive Automobile
Dealership Seeking

BUSINESS
MANAGER
auto

serious inquiries only
Send resume to
P.O. Box 10407
Murray, KY 42071

commission 8. benefits

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hinng full time meat cutter,
benefits include health insurance. Simple IRA. Apply in person. Monday-Friday 2-4

Bus. Phone (270)527-8671

150

060
Help Wanted

TI

lazers • Suburbans
Chevy & GMC Pickups • TrailB
Tahoes • Ens'as • Yukons

Call Jill Stephens or Jennifer

financing and insurance
required) guaranteed
monthly salary plus

Now accepting
applications for
night kitchan,
dishwashers &
hostesses.
person
6Appl
16 Ny. 2th
12th Street

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

753-8697

4,h- 0%.
.41P•c*L.,_„

060

270-753-2411

Home
J.H. Churchill Funeral42071

•Wide range of
pre-planning options
JIM KELLY
•Personalized Plans
Lireoutif
•Payment Options Available
Rrprertnuaire
ues...
Contin
g
Carin
Our

(Expenence with
SAFETY advisors $2500
month, manager trainee's
$3000 month Company
will train Call M-F 9am1pm only! 1-800-578-8799
SALES position available
part time and full time 1 WANTED Floral designer
at Nape's Gifts Also, need
an '06w:fuel with flair for
designing displays Apply
in person Navies Gifts 112
E Washington St Paris,
TN No phone calls

TV21.711A

jUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
rs
Complete Formal Wear Headquarte

INVITATION TO BID

tor blind box ads

tted matter
the right to reject or edit any submi

kson
ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jac
16
19
3at
75
t
men
art
d
Dep
fie
ssi
Cla
the
l
.
To Place Your Ad Cal
ice Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m
Off
—
.
Ave
ll
1
tne
100
Whi
at
ce
offi
our
or stop by
010

per day.

Addit

Computers

Articles
For Sale

COMPAQ laptop 1247
e Bed w/mat
WindowsME OLD Trundl
Persario
0. Red meta
$75.0
s
tresse
$550 759-0997
Toddler bed frame $10.00.
MOM COMPUTERS
489-2931.
A+ Certified Technician
TWO hundred collectible
On site service.
Barbies for sale. $6400. If
759.3556
interested I will fax or
140
email you a list. Call 753We are currently looking
Want to Buy
at night. I also have
5672
and
cal
Physi
for
196 Beanie Babies & BeaOccupational Therapist
stuff. We nie Buddys $325
for our state-of-the-an. ANTIQUES/OLD
all. Call Larry at
or
1
buy
160
ient
outpat
y
qualit
high
633
Home Furnishings
facilities. Work and grow 753-3
CASH paid for
in a friendly, team orientgood, used guns.
ESTATE Sale quality furnied environment with a
ng Goods, ture and household items
progressive company. Benson Sporti
519 S. 12th, Murray.
Everything goes. 436-2053
Work full-time with no
a
offer
We
weekends!
ITURE, roll-a-ways
FURN
to buy: Junk Car
ss sale! Carraway
competitive salary, con- WANT
&
mattre
and Trucks. Call (270)
Furniture 105 N 3rd St
tinuing education, full
Six
876
836-1
or
540
474-2
753-1502
benefits package, paid days a week
couch
licensure, membership
s, 4 VERY nice beige
mower
riding
ED
WANT
tadues, malpractice insurthat chair & ottoman, coffee
carts
go
er,
wheel
2 end tables. $700
&
ble
ance. Sign on bonus.
867
needs work. 436-2
Call before 3:00pm 753Mail resume to:
150
9717
1313 West Reelfoot Ave.
Articles
WWW.TROTTERSSuite E
For Sale
WOODSHOP.COM
P.M.B. 244
753-0249
1CT wedding set $1000,
Union City, TN 38261
210
Negotiable. Call 270-227Firewood
0272
090
ANTIQUE brick for sale
Domestic & Childcare
WOOD Seasoned or
great for patio or walkways FIRE Oak & Hickory
Green
Call 753-72h?
753-5476
A lady to live in with elder DISH Network 4 room sat270
ly lady in her home fo ellite system free. That's
Mobile Homes For Sale
rooms & board. Call 753 right, hook up 4 TV's with
6538 night 753-0114 day
60 channels including local
for 1989 24X52 Fleetwood
networks
doublewide 3BR 2 bath
BeasCall
my
nth
is
$34 99/mo
CLEANING houses
after
business Call Linda 759- ley Antenna & Satellite Call 270-492-8061
759-0901 for more infor- 7:30pm
9553
mation.
1989 Clayton 2BR, 1 Bath,
CUSTOM Maid Cleaning FIBERGLASS topper for 8' 14x60, valued at $9.000,
Service Call for informa- bed F-350, new $1200 Sell asking $7,000. Ph. 489tion 270-436-2147
$600 OBO 270-753-2351 2931 Leave message.
or 270-293-8258
1990 mobile home 14X80ft
irst
!
CPR/F
Money
SAVE
OBO
r
$300
ent condition $8500.
10X6
•Traile
Excell
er.
provid
Aid certified
93- Call 731-660-3243 (Days)
many references. Between 270-753-2351 or 270-2
731-660-5010 lEveningsl
MSU and CCHS on Col- 8258
NEW 2004 Models Come
trailer
6X12
Sale
FOR
hool
After-sc
Farm.
lege
by Clayton Homes in Camwelcome. Filling fast. 753- 436-6393
ONLY 3 left' Galaxy 18 den and let your tax return
2644
horse gasoline scooters put you in your new home
WILL clean houses & run $300 Call 436-5999
today , 711-584-9429
errands 762-9122

PHYSICAL &
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPIST

¶00
Business
Opportunity
UNIQUE business opportunity with good return on
minimal investment plus
equity and inflation gross
Two Townhouse apartment complexes in excellent condition now available. Fully leased. Maybe
individually
purchased
Contact 270-767-9024

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAG
•All Size Units
Available 0
"Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853_ij

Air. S22.000
,270)437-4608
"THE Entertainer Home"
Check out this 32X80 for
only $62,300 (what a deal)
731-644-0012
USED Homes" We sell
used 8 repo homes "All
trades welcomed" 1-800533-3568
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD e1-800-648-6056
PET possible one bedroom upstairs apartment,
south Murray near hospital
$200 270-354-5047
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
TWO bedroom duplex
central H&A, appliances
furnished. No pets 4365960 after 5pm
UPSTAIRS apt. for rent 1
or 2BR, walking distance
to campus, water included
$225 month 753-2225 or
759-1509
VERY nice roomy 2BR 2
bath w/garage. All appliances, 1 yr lease 1 month
t No pets 753-2905
de

Services
"We

Specialize in Cleaning"

.Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveway,

Phone (270) 767-0313

David Borders

(270) 527-7176

DENVER (AP)- Coin collecting experts say they have identified a
210-year-old silver dollar that is likely the first one coined by the United

We now manufacture Buy direct.
Order by 11 aan. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

States Mint.
Numismatic
American
The
Association, a coin collectors organization based in Colorado Springs,
told The Associated Press on Sunday
it planned to put the coin on public
display beginning in mid-April.
"Until someone walks up to me
with a coin in an earlier state that
looks better, I'd consider it the first,"
said John Dannreuther, co-founder
of Professional Coin Grading

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Furniture and Bedding?
Do You NeedSelectio
n - A Better Price7
A Bigger

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
= Be Here
Horoscopes
For Only
$250°° Per Month!
Be Sure To Shop -- Before You Buy'

Service.

VISA

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fn. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

CERAmic TILE • Or.IP TILE • viNYL•HARC".*:Dr2C •'..'ARPET

BARROW'S
Lawn El Landscaping
Landscape Installation & Maintenance
Lawn Mowing
- Service Contracts A% ailable /

1I/iii I (qiirh h
44.

•

8

lilt. DO!

.7728
e
.
4!!
Over 37

Visit Our Showroom Today

CC

/UM/4iipe

Iriurr r are •

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

a.
CC

ir•

Phone 759-8705
Owner:
Landon Barrow

HVI,

28 x 110 ft
. Factory Built
12 Rooms. Gentra,

UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicants
Also accepting applications for fall_
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

PIMA

•

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

WADE FARMS J

Hey.141-1-ta
SCERAMIC TILE •

MOWING

Sell el Irv/la Tam Wet Peed Flip I*area
• HARI:.
•

AA

1997 Chandeleur 16X80
38R 2 bath, appliances, all
electric, extremely dean!
$17,900 includes set-up &
delivery. Call 270-4892525
1999 Pioneer 16X80 need
carpet $12,900 Call 270293-1837 or 753-7975
2001 Repo: 3 bed, 2 bath,
3.2 acres. 731-584-9429
4 Bed, 2 bath home with 5
acres. Owner financing
731-5154-9429
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
bath. Must be moved.
$17,900 759-2316 or 7534022
"FLEETWOOD Inventory
Sale" All homes will be
discounted. Save up to
$10,000 on select homes
Several homes will be sold
St Invoice 1-800-533-3568
"LAND Horne Packages"
FHA loans. Call today free
applications. 1-800-5333568
MUST sell! Trailer 3BR 2
bath, 14 acres, $38,000.
Call 615-673-0643
MOBILE OFFICE

s say 1794 silver
ert
n
exp
Coi
ers
art
dqu
Hea
Your Home Improvement
dollar may be country's first
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal

,IHV"..) •C

Mobile Homes For SIN

320
Apartments For Rent
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LANDSCAPING

K & M LAWN SERVICE

AP Photo

Experts said it's impossible to
say for certain that the coin
was the very first U.S. silver
dollar struck, but its details
are so crisp that it certainly
was among the first.

by Jacqueline Bigar

with someone you look up to Tonight:
Enjoy yourself to the max.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Dig into a project, and you'll
complete it fairly easily Your sense of
fulfillment carries through in your phone
calls and dealings with those at a distance. Drop a note to a friend during a
break. Listen to a co-worker's sharing,
knowing that this person has good intentions. Tonight. Mellow out in a favorite
way.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Understand the role your creativity plays in your daily life. Someone
might serve as a house or inspiration
Schedule time with this person in the
near future, even after work 'today
Express yourself on a personal level
Tonight: Be with someone key in your
life
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Energize at work or when seeking
You'll
Day
of
advice, knowing how important your
Kind
the
Show
Stars
The
4-Positive; security and domestic life are An invest5-Dynamic;
Have:
ment involving real estate could be most
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
appealing Why not check out the poten-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
March 16, 2004:
Be forthright with your feelings, but
express them in the most pleasant way
possible. You will get a better reception
that way. Understanding someone else's
foibles can make a big difference in the
*ords you choose. Others find you to be
unusually charismatic this year. Keep
your personal life separate from your
professional world, and you won't have
problems. You gain through frequent
periods alone when you can clarify your
thoughts. Your verbal skills develop to a
new level. If you are single, many will
want to be yours. Carefully check interesting suitors, as you could find yourself
involved with someone emotionally
unavailable. If you are attached, take frequent weekends off together to reconnect
and bond more deeply. AQUARIUS
understands you.

LIKE New! 28X70 manu
lectured home on pnvate
Landscape Designs, Installation and Maintenance
lot located approximately 7 2BR 1 bath with garage 5
Total and Complete
Cheaper than the nursery, with nursery quality!
miles North of Murray 270- miles from Murray No
3
enced Lawn Care
Experi
Jamie Wade
527-9981 or 270-205-0114 pets. 759-4826
Free Estimates
ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
tial here? Get feedback from experts as
Glisson
Angie
Licensed & Insured
References Available
NICE 2BR mobile home 11:117
***** Where associates and friends
well. Tonight: Get together with a friend
for rent or sale No pets.
(270)436-6255
10 Years Experience meet is where you want to be found. You SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
0500
227753-9866
Murray, KY
might not always agree with those ***** Speak your mind, but also
320
around you, but you'll get great ideas listen to others. Many people around you
4132
435Apartments For Rent
COUNTRY $475 2 bedfrom brainstorming together. Remember, become more willing to communicate A
TRENCHING
room C/H1A deposit 759you cannot and will not have the last say. boss or associate expresses pleasure at
STUMP REMOVAL
1 Bedroom apartments, al 11•ati7
Still, meetings prove to be interesting. how well you do your work. 'Perhaps
530
appliances at the Oaks
470
Tonight: Hook up with favorite people.
530
410
now is the time to ask for a pay' raise
Offered
Services
Apartments Coleman RE
Offered
ATV's
&
s
Services
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Motorcycle
Public Sale
Tonight: Catch up on a neighbor's news
759-4118
*** Your energy is well-placed Focus CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
on work, your public image and greater **** Balance your checkbook and
1 OR 2br apts. near downCUSTOM built HD, lots o 436-5141 A AFFORDA
D'S Lawn Service
Work
'Blade
•Mowing
town Murray starting at
cleaning
community commitment. Others respond
,
12,600
on
extras
HAULING
&
Aucti
BLE
chrome
Public
make sure that everything is as you think
e200/mo 753-4109
OBO 270- out garages, gutters, iunk. •Mulching "Bush Hogging) to your innate charisma. Prepare to take
$12,800
miles
it is before you make any monetary comed
Maintain
Well
Tilled
&
Broke
s
'Garden
d
,
mentione
furnished
1-2, 3br apts
on a greater role in the above
753-2351 or 270-293-8258 tree work
mitments or pay bills. Recognize that
d
d
Welding
Spicelan
g,
Classifie
Machinin
Don
near MSU. 753-1252 or
areas. Your leadership skills come into
.
492-8688 Roof Repairs
293-6082
might be encouraging you to
or
someone
753-8428
ing
Advertis
nt
Equipme
Fabricating
753-0606
play. Tonight: Catch up on a loved one's spend without thinking about the rarndiSport Utility Vehicles
New Roots, all types. 29
Forklifts and Trucks
FUTRELL'S Tree Service news.
270-753-1916
1BR apt available, all apyears experience Call
canons. Tonight: Spend a little on yourTrimming, removal, stump GEMINI(May 21 -J une 20)
pliances furnished. Mur:.
MARCH 20, 2004
Far 270-753-1927
2001 Infiniti, silver, QX4, Carters.
self.
Insurfirewood.
grinding,
caLlaealty 793-4444
***** You might see what others AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
SATURDAY
•-ssa& milltems-rayleipr.ces
4X4, every dealer option, A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL.
IBA furnished on KY Lake
don't and sometimes could be frustrated
navigation system 73,000 ING all around clean-up, ed. 489-2839
1000 AM
***** You hit a period where your
HOUSE & ROOF
20 min from Murray.
7:30 adra.-S
miles. Perfect condition, gutters, tree work. 43695 KASHWAY LANE
by associates''lack of vision. Glide past
magnetism, energy and intelligence
G
WASHIN
C.35(lannoth 416-5459
.00
• 19,800. 753-1457 2867
a
_
, KENTUCKY
peak. On some level, you might feel
an emotional response and continue with
BENTON
and
ce
Experien
Ask
ts.
apartmen
1BR-4BR
A-1 Tree Service
we'd bye to near Am you
your intellectual research_ Gather facts, invincible and fu,11 of dynamic ideas
Call for Brochure at
Professional Equipment.
about move in free days.
Stump Removal,
y
not feelings. Tonight: Happily listen to Others respond to your suggestions,
Murra
Quality work at
800-346-3669
C,nlernan RE 759-4110
492-8737,
especially as you express heartfelt feelmusic at home.
a reasonable pnce
2, 2BR apts Northwood
753-3594
430
Altima
Ledger & Times
Nissan
2000
22)
-July
21
(June
R
ings. Tonight: What would you like to
Insured.
furCANCE
es
applianc
All
area.
Free Estimates
Real Estate
TW/H/A, amilmicass/cd
1001 When.. Ave.
527-5974
*** Deal with key associates individ- do?
nished Call 293-6968
leathpower seat sunroof
Muway,KY 42071
2BR apartment in NorthIDENTITY Theft is the #1 ually if you want to succeed and make an PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
6 acres on Hwy 68E, 6 er. $7900 obo 270-753,
in America today! impact. Express your sensitivity. Others ** Lie back if possible, but if neceswood. $350/month. 759Additions
crime
Decks, Home
miles from Draffinville. 6483
4406
Siding, How do you know your respond well and want to get to the bot- sary, respond to those around you
Vinyl
ng,
Remodeli
Rentals
or
house
Storage
Perfect site for
2004 Chrysler PT Cruiser
2BR NEAR MSU
Pole Barns, Met- identity has not been sto- tom of an issue. You could feel emotion- Someone genuinely cares about your
mobile home $35,000 270- silver 512,900. Call 436- Garages,
Coleman RE 759-4118.
well-being and lets you know it through
al Buildings. Fencing. len? Call me today to pro- ally stirred or overly involved about a
E354-8191
STORAG
5999
IEW
tect your name, credit rat- subject. Tonight: Have a long-overdue
Workmanship.
2BR patio shade w/d CREEKV
words or actions Be willing to talk
Quality
engine
89
On Center Drive. MURRAY KY licensing 96 84 Pontiac with
ing. identity! We are a 30 chat.
hook-up. No pets. $355 $20-$40.
right now. You have more than
Licensed
options
Behind Tom's Grille
hour class. Enrolling noon reliable, body rough $400
year old company with a LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Call .7_53-6931 or 293-6070
753-7060 753-1194
you realize. Tonight: Get a good night's
.
Murray
762-0053
0130
759-4081
the
at
Saturday
proven track record. Call **** Others seek you out. All you sleep.
2BR upstairs $300, 38R
AFFORDABLE Mower
of Commerce. FOR sale to settle estate.
downstairs $400. All $675 MURRAY Store and Lock Chamber
Tune-up specials 877-020-41184
repair,
need to do is be available. On the other
excelpresently has units availa- Walk-ins welcome. 270- 1996 Buick Century
489=2296
Free Pick-up; Delivery. JUNK/ RUBBISH Remov- hand, you might need to close your door BORN TODAY
mileage
6035
condition
270-839lent
or
647-1972
753or
5
almost
ble. 753-290
2BR., Duplex C/HJA
Work guaranteed. 436- al, we'll haul away
and screen calls if you need to concen- Actor Jerry Lewis (19261, actor Erik
67,591. Asking $4500.
450
7536.
anything, from attics to
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2067
Juggle your demanding popularity Estrada (1949), former first lady Pat
ask
trate.
and
759-9842
Phone
• Farms For Sale
New barns, odd jobs. Senior
Carpentry
38R 2 bath, newly remodALL
with what has to be done. Schedule lunch
Nixon (1912)
Dale
for
RAGE
-25143
MINISTO
R
(270)409
s
PREMIE
er,
nisrount
on's, garages
eled duplex Dishwash
E430. Homes, add
2001
ES
MERCED
control
bedroom
climate
•Inside
40 acre Farm, 2
fridge, w/d hook up.
pole barns. home & mobile JUNK/ RUBBISH Removy, 30K, $38,000.
storage
brick house, large pole silver/gra
$525/month. No pets. 753home repair, water & ter- al, we'll haul away almost
753-6040
•Security alarmed
Barn, 2 miles North of Air- Call
4342
mite damage, screened anything, from attics to
*Safe & clean
port on 783 $125.000 Call
901 Sunny Ln 2-3BR, 1
porches, sun rooms Lic- barns, odd jobs. Senior
Vans
•We sell boxes!
753-2318 or 759-0818
bath, utility room, carport,
ened-insured Larry Nimmo nicroiints (270)489-2583
•We rent U-Hauls.
LAWN Mowing
$475
753-9372 or 793-0393
41 acres farm land. Road
Van APPLIANCE Repair Serv753-9600.
Bushogging
1102 Pogue 2BR, 1 bath,
frontage on Wrather Rd 1992 Ford E250
condition ice & Parts. Installation
Garden Tilling
G&C
$350 Call '753-3415 or
and Airport Rd 2 miles (white) Good
753- available. 270-293-8726 or
Days 489-2533
STORAGE and
753-7123
North of Airport on 783 w/storage bins. Call
293-0285
or
0834
Cell 293-2822
ANE
Call
PROP
$425.
2BR
759-0818
or
759-5534 Chuck Van Bu753-2318
DUPLEX
Call
500
Nights 753-8588
119 E. Main
ren
436-5685 or 753-5653
Used Trucks
(270)753-6266
BACKHOE & TRUCKING MASONARY handyman
DUPLEX 2BR 1 bath.
Cell: (270)293-4183
brick, block, stone, stucco.
ROY HILL.
Acreage
C/H/A, carport. 1802 1/2A
chimney & fireplace repair.
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F
Septic system, gravel,
Monroe Ave. $375 plus
•1993 Chevy S-10, 4 cylin
dampers. Specializing in
white rock.
deposit, lease, no pets.
14 acres on corner o der, 5-speed. $1500
puck/pointing, commercial
436-2113
al
Continent
753-8002
Lincoln
•1984
Newburg Rd and Hwy 732
l prop. for rent
commerica
hoe
residential. Free estiTrack
or
duplex,
&
Work
2BR
Dozer
nice
489-2142
EXTRA
$1000
767-9037
Starting at mates. 270-436-5050
TS
CARPOR
carport, no pets. 753-7457
85K
4X4
460
Explorer
2000
40X40 METAL BUILDING
$675. installed. Roy Hill Painting & Staining. Caror 436-6357
miles $8,000
Homes For Sale
high
foot
-2113
12
,
ApartInsulated
View
T
FORRES
.95 Chevy Z71, s-cab. 12701436
pentry, Minor Plumbing
McLeod's
Cecil
ments 1213 N. 16th St., walls, gas heat, can be
$7,900
(leaky faucets etc) Rea130K miles
home
builders
ft
shop,
sq
3600
Small Engine Repair.
now accepting applications used for storage or
sonable rates, references
with 8 .2001 Grand Prix, wing,
Pick up and delivery.
for 2br townhouses, basic $250 per month, one year in SW Calloway
$6,500
miles
given Phone 435-4682
75K
bdr
acres & 4 stall barn. 4
753-9814.
rent 5360/ month One lease. Call 489-2525.
Trades OK! C+K Motors
PRIVATE PIANO LESceilings
9ft
baths,
1/2
2
Call
Work
380
bedroom $330/month.
CUSTOM Tractor
674-5602;893-1108
Jazz:Gospel/ClassiSONS
molding,
crown
of
lots
with
Pets & Supplies
Tilling- Blade Work753-1970. Leave Mesup Truck $900
cal 436-6054 after 5.00pm
2 bonus rooms, HW floor- 84 Pick
ing.
Bushhogg
sage
759-9545 (cell)
ROOF LEAKING?
ing & carpet. Lots of extras (home)
Free Estimates.
LARGE 1 Bedroom, furDOG Obedience.
270-291-7061
Call a professional
435-4752
All
Carroll, Owner
L
Gerald
nished or unfurnished.
very
Master Trainer.
XLT
Ranger
95 Ford
. 435-4645.
appliances including washPhone 270-492-6159. or
436-2858.
dependable
3BR brick on Bonn Rd clean,
293-0163
er & dryer. (270) 759-5885 MINI Goats, 1 billy and 4 753-2861
127,000 miles 52650 OBO
or (2701293-7005
D.G.
nanny's. 489-2534 before BY Owner 4 Bedroom, 1 293-2294 nights 589-2955
s.
LARGE 1BR appliance
Landscaping &
9:00pm $75 each or $250 Bath,
big 98 Chevy Blazer LT, 4X4
,
workshop
washer/dryer in Murray,
Nursery LLC
for all five
heated, leather seats.
yard. $61.900. 753-4109
near MSU $280 rent/deFully Insured
UKC registered blue tic* COUNTRY 2 bedroom Loaded 105,000 miles •Fertilization
posit 753-7953
ding
ble Rates
•Oversee
Reasona
or
5/7/03
born
759-8753
pup
hound
C/H/A, acre 759-0997 $8500 OBO
So not only can you heat the weather. you can haie J
*Mulch
Mowing. Trimming
river & spare time $62.500
smokey
978-0185
cell
1110111f
little extra cash to put toward escaping it Get up to S4110•
LARGE 2B8 duplex 1 1/2
•Mowing
spanky bred $100 Call
Free Estimates
Tranc air
efficient
highly
a
buy
you
when
back`
$425
cash
1/2
2
Hillwood
3BR
1411
built
Sweeping
bath
CUSTOM
Hurd 1" slop 4 o ,
11
•Parking Lot
520
7. •7 0 after 5:30pm
753-2172
conditioning or heat pump system before April AO 2004
, ceramic,
month 759-4406
hardwood
435-4431
bath
Motors
&
Boats
190
peery'atencare Mir
gas fireplace. 2.980sq ft,
TWO bedroom duplexes
'Call )0,, pant( sparing Tram' dealt, for death on rchate arnounti and qualThinfr
Livestook & Supplies
al
beautiful private 1 acre lot
residenti
in
DNJ HANDYMAN
for rent
Offer not amodahle ro (rontratrors mm, huadrrs
in town 1556 Whipponvill 2000 Polar Craft 1648 al We do all the odd lobs you YARDS to mow, all yards
neighborhoods. Immacuvnvw.trone.corn
GOOD Grass Hay, round Circle. Asking $249,900 welled, factory camouflag
don't have time for.
push mowed Call 753late. New carpet and paint.
bales 759square
and
759-3304
ed, 1999 Yamaha 30hp
293-5438
8101
Appliances with WD hook8858 or 293-7109
stainless prop, aluminum
DOZER WORK
ups. In city limits $375
corn
WALTERS
odirect
www.kyfsb
heavy
floor, carpet, drybox, trolINSTALL & REPAIR
$475/month. Section 8 ac- HAY horse quality,
CONTRACTING
directory of local
Online
.
Bermuda
270bales,
square
ling motor $3750
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
cepted_ Call 753-8096
DECKS. Roofing. Vinyl
or for
grass.
Orchard
293-9706
GRAVEL HAULING.
houses
owner
by
Siding, Addition. and Resale
t Can deliver
802 Chestnut
Public or Contract
nice, pat/whea
EXCEPTIONALLY
Browse listings or advermodeling. Quality Work
Lowe
-695731
Foot
or
18
7366
•
Sale
731-669FOR
9503
270-753at
large, 2 bedroom. duplex
Contact
ExperiMurray, Ky..
30 Years
tise with pies and descripPontoon with 40 horse mo- MOODY'S Mower Repair Over
License sM01 58
Excellent location All ap753on Call
Walters
commissi
Gerald
No
tion.
ence
dythornton.com
www.ran
Call
tor and trailer $3750
pliances including washer SQUARE bales Orchard
pick-up & deliver 753- 2592
E
AVAILABL
G
FINANCIN
into
for
767-9308
270-436-6398
& dryer 270-759-5885 or grass hay For sale 4895668
270-293-7085
6187

RENTED

Ell

Want a
home comfort
system
that lasts?
Buy a Trane.

Want up to $400.00
cash back?

Peery Lawn
Care

Buy it before
April 30 2004.

Randy Thornton Co.
753-8181
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Significant weight loss
should be maintained

MONDAY MARCH 15, 2004

Daughter deserves to know
that dad is in the slammer

LookingBack
points in the game. Other Murray
10 years ago
s listed were Tyrone
Murray State University Racers team member
Wilder, Danny
Bob
ton,
McCuis
received an invitation from National
Lane, Johnny Shelly,
Invitational Tournament (NIT) and Hudspeth, Ray
and Phil Miller.
ton
McCuis
will have a first round game with Dale
of Mr. and Mrs.
son
Parker,
Chris
Bradley of Peoria, Ill., on March 16
was presented his
at 6 p.m. MSU finished with a 15-1 V.W. Parker,
award in Boy
highest
Badge,
Eagle
season with Scott Edgar as coach.
of Honor of
Court
a
at
g,
Scoutin
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Knott were
Troop 45 at First United Methodist
married 57 years March 13.
In the First Regional High Church.
Births reported include a boy to
School Basketball Tournament,
Ray, March 4; a
Murray Tigers won over Hickman Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Steve Story,
Mrs.
and
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Opening lead — king of clubs.
This deal occurred in the
women's team championship at the
1972 World Bridge Olympiad. The
declarer was Emma Jean Hawes of
the United States, pitted against Rina
Jabes and Maria Robaudo of Italy.
Hawes was no doubt quite satisfied
with her four-spade contract after the
C ACTH Y04.)
dummy was tabled, but was reduced
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to the role of an innocent observer as
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Jabes and Robaudo collaborated
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tricks.
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Jabes led the king of clubs and
continued with the ace, on which
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DEAR READER: As you pointed out, most weight-loss diets are
successful. In the beginning.
Problems arise when, after losing
unwanted pounds, people are unable
to sustain lower weights. There are
many reasons for this phenomenon.
including diets that are too strict
(such as the Ornish Diet) or don't
pros ide enough flexibility over the
long haul.
This is a major advantage of my
"no flour, no sugar- diet: people can
modify the diet in many ways once
they have achieved their goal. For
instance, a person rarely has to stick
assiduously to the diet. He or she
can cautiously begin to consume
more carbohydrates in the fOrm of
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Robaudo played the queen! This
seemingly extravagant play was a
suit-preference signal asking West to
lead a heart — the higher ranking of
the two remaining side suits — at
trick three.
Jabes did exactly as instructed,
but to ensure getting a club return at
trick four, she shifted to the nine of
hearts, pretending it was her highest
heart.
Robaudo took the ace and
returned the jack of clubs, and the
contract went down one when West
heartlessly ruffed with the nine of
trumps.
As if this were not enough misfortune on one deal, the American
team suffered a second reversal at the
other table, where the bidding, with
the U.S. now East-West, went:
South West
East
North
Dble
1*
Pass
Pass
Pass
3*
3+
Pass
4+
Pass
The Italian South led the king of
spades and then shifted to the king
and another diamond! North cashed
the A-1 to put the contract down one,
but the Italians were not yet finished.
After South discarded her singleton
heart on the third round of diamonds,
North returned a heart, and South
ruffed to secure a two-trick set.
No wonder Italy won the
women's title that year!

Tomorrow: Artistic manipulation.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. March 15, the
75th day of 2004. There are 291
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 15, 1919, the
American Legion was founded, in
Paris.
On this date:
In 44 B.C., Roman dictator
Julius Caesar was assassinated.
In 1493, Christopher Columbus
returned to Spain, concluding his
first voyage to the Western
Hemisphere.
In 1956, the Lerner and Loewe
musical "My Fair Lady" opened on
Broadway.
In 1964, actress Elizabeth Taylor
married actor Richard Burton in
Montreal; it was her fifth marriage.
his second.
In 1975, Greek shipping magnate Aristotle Onassis died near
Paris at age 69.
In 1977, the U.S. House of
Representatives began a 90-day test
to determine the feasibility of showing its sessions on television.
Ten years ago: Illinois Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski, chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee.
defeated four Democratic primary
challengers in his bid for re-election.
Five years ago: An Amtrak train
slammed into a steel-filled truck at a
crossing in Bourbonnais, Ill., killing
11 people. The Kosovar Albanian
delegation to peace talks in Paris
said it was ready to sign an international accord for Kosovo.
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•Kentucky, Duke, Stanford other No. 1 seeds

Despite A-10 loss, St. Joseph's hangs on to No. 1 seed
By MICHAEL MAROT
AP Sports Writer
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MSU Rifle fourth in NCAAs, women's tennis wins

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State rifle team placed fourth
among eight teams in the air rifle competition
and ninth overall at the 2004 NCAA Rifle
Championships. hosted by MSU at the Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range.
Senior Morgan Hicks was named a CoShooter of the NCAA Championships Match,
along with Alaska-Fairbanks' Matt Rawlings.
Hicks won the NCAA individual air rifle
title, while Rawlings won the NCAA individual smallbore title.
Alaska-Fairbanks won its sixth straight rifle
title with an aggregate (smallbore and air rifle
scores combined) of 6273 out of a possible
6400.
Nevada was second at 6185, followed by
Navy at 6182, Army at 6176, Xavier at 6164,
Nebraska at 6147 and Tennessee Tech at 6123.
Kentucky competed in smallbore only and
scored a 4663 out of a possible 4800, while
Murray State competed in air rifle only and
scored a 1549 out of a possible 1600.
In air rifle, UAF won with a score of 1567

out of a possible 1600. Navy was second at
1552, followed by Nevada at 1551, Murray
State at 1549, Nebraska at 1545, Xavier at
1542, Army at 1538 and Tennessee Tech at
1527.
Women's Tennis
MSU's women's tennis team won two matches this weekend in Gulfport, Miss., where the
Racers began Spring Break play.
On Sunday, Murray State (5-3) beat Centenary 7-0 after beating Georgia Southern on
Saturday. 5-2.
Against Centenary, the Racers lost only four
games in the five played matches.
Melissa Spencer beat Anju Schmidt at No.
1 singles 6-1, 6-0, while Jaclyn Leeper won
over Christine Majchrowicz 6-0, 6-1. Anna
Lask beat Heather Kelley 6-1, 6-1 at No. 3
singles, while Jennifer Ward won over Elizabeth Pitts 6-0, 6-0 at No. 4 singles and Tami
McQueen beat Sarah Myers 6-0, 6-0 at No.
5 singles. Christina Hall won at No. 6 singles by default.
In doubles play, Leeper and Spencer beat
Kelley and Schmidt 8-1 in the eight-game pro

set, while Lask and sister Rachael Lask won
at No. 2 doubles over Pitts and Majchrowicz
8-0. Ward and Casady Pruitt won at No. 3
doubles by default.
Against Georgia Southern, Spencer won at
No. 1 singles over Ciara Finucane 6-1, 6-3,
while Leeper won at No. 2 singles over Charlotte Bruneteaux 3-6, 6-4, 14-12 in the tiebreaking game. Anna Lask won at No. 3 singles over Szilvia Zsakay 6-0, 6-3, while Ward
won at No. 4 singles over Krystal Sauvageau
4-6, 7-5, 6-3. Rachael Lask fell at No. 5 singles to Amy Pazahanick 6-3, 5-7, 6-2, while
Pruitt lost at No. 6 singles to Heather Reynolds
6-2, 6-4.
In doubles play, the Lasks won at No, 2
doubles over Pazahanick and Callie Ward 81, while Pruitt and Ward won at No. 3 doubles over Bruneteaux and Kim Wollett 8-6.
Leeper and Spencer fell at No. I doubles to
Finucane and Zsakay 8-4.

Akron zips past 'Breds in baseball
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Visiting Akron added three ninth-inning runs to
a 5-3 lead for an 8-3 college baseball victory over
the Murray State Thoroughbreds Sunday afternoon
at Reagan Field.
Murray State (2-11) scored its
three runs in 1-1/3 innings, touching Akron relievers Tony Samad
and Pat Gliha for two hits each,
but left two runners on base in
RACERS both the eighth and ninth innings.
Akron (5-5) used three hits in
the rfinth inning to score three runs, the biggest hit
being a two-run double by Doug Kruthaupt.
Clint Griggs went 2-for-3 with a double and a
run batted in, while Seth Hudson went 2-for-4 with
a run scored. Center fielder J.D. Merritt went 2-for5
Akron was led by Billy McKinney, who went 3for-5 with three runs scored. Craig Welch. went 2for-4 with a home run, a run scored and three RBIs,
while Andy Capraruolo went 2-for-5 with two runs
and an RBI.

On the mound, MSU's Jon Ross Shelton (1-2)
pitched well, allowing only two runs (one earned)
on three hits, striking out three and walking two in
5-1/3 innings.
For Akron, Ross Liersemann (I-I) got the win,
allowing no runs on three hits, striking out eight
and walking two in six innings.
The 10 hits by the 'Breds were the second-most
this season, with seven of those hits coming in the
last three innings.
"I thought we were on a tear when we got within two in the eighth," said Murray head coach Rob
McDonald. "Our kids are showing a lot of resiliency. I told them that as long as they are fighting
we'll stand and fight together.
"There is a lot of season still left, and a lot of
our players are still getting their first taste of Division I experience. We will get better as the year
goes along," he added.
Murray State visits Louisville for a two-day, twogame set, beginning Tuesday at 2 p.m. (CST). The
'Breds and Cardinals will meet again at 2 p.m. on
Wednesday.
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Join Us In Celebrating Murray State University's Men's
Basketball Team
On Their Trip To "Tke Big Dance" By Entering Our
"Bracket Buster" Giveaway!
Submit Your Completed Brackets To

"Locker Room

Chaorpiou.,"

I203-B Chestnut St.• Murray • 270-753-8S-4-1

WE'RE GIVING AWAY A DVD PLAYER
&
A $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE

Stop in anytime during the tournament to watch the games
on our new TVs.

If you come in during Murray State's NCAA game you
can take an extra
10% Off of all MSU apparel and 20% Off all basketball
s.
March Madness continues throughout the store with huge
savings on
apparel & footwear up to 50% Off!
All entries must be completed with name, address and teleph
one number.
Entry deadline is Wednesday, March 17 at 8:00 p.m.
Rules of contest available at the store.
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Racers draw Illinois in NCAAs
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray State Racers' first-round
NCAA Tournament game will be a border war.
For their 12th alltime appearance in the
"Big Dance," the Racers were rewarded with
a No. 12 seed and a
Friday date with fifthseeded Illinios in Columbus, Ohio.
Illinois(24-6), the Big
Ten's
runner-up after a
Cronin
70-53 loss to Wisconsin in Sunday's conference championship
game, is coached by former Southern Illinois head coach Bruce Weber.
"It's a tremendous accomplishment for

our team. I'M very happy for our seniors," said Racer head coach Mick Cronin
following Sunday's selection show. "Before
the season started, our seniors set a goal
of getting to the NCAA Tournament.
"Not only that, they stated that they
wanted to win games. Right then, I knew
this group was committed," he added.
MSU (28-5), which finished second in
the Ohio Valley Conference standings during the regular season, defeated league
champion Austin Peay 66-60 in the OVC
Tournament title game on March to earn
its automatic ticket to the NCAAs.
The No. 12 seed marked the first such
seed for the Racers, who earned their
highest-ever NCAA seed in 1998. Murray was a No. 9 seed that year, falling
to eighth-seeded Rhode Island 97-74 in
Oklahoma City, Okla.

"I think our seed was a direct reflec- ably tell you more about Coach
Weber Tournament i;f1 the past three seasons.
tion of our non-conference RP'," noted and his style because they
played him MSU's last trip to the "Dance" came at
Cronin, whose first MSU squad defeated when he ,was at Southern Illinois."
the end of the 2001-02 season, when it
rival Southern Illinois and lost at nationWeber, who spent six years as the head fell to Southeastern Conference member
ally-ranked Pittsburgh and Louisville. "I coach at SIU, was 3-1
against the Rac- Georgia 85-68 at Chicago's United Centhink the selection committee saw who ers during his tenure with the
Salukis, whom ter.
we played in December and January and he guided to the Sweet
16 in the spring
Six members of the current Racer squad
rewarded us for- it."
of 2002.
were on that 2001-02 team. Only Chris
The 12th-ranked Illini had won 12
Murray defeated Weber and SIU 65- Shumate, who missed most of that seastraight games before yesterday's 70-53 loss 62 in the season opener of the
1998-99 son with a severe stomach virus, did not
to the 10th-ranked Badgers in the Big season, which marked
the first official play against the Bulldogs.
Ten final. Illinois defeated Wisconsin 65- game played at the Regional
Special
"This is a great opporiunity for this
57 earlier this season.
Events Center.
team," said senior forward Antione
Five of the Illini's six losses have
However, the Racers lost their next Whelchel, who was a starter on the Racer
come against teams who have been ranked three meetings with SIU before
Weber team that faced Georgia.
in the Top 25 at one point or another moved on to Illinois to replace
Bill .Self,
"All of our guys are excited about
this season.
who left the Mini for Kansas following playing in this tournament. They've got
"Off hand. I know they have tremen- the 2002-03 season.
a good team, and we've got a good team.
dous guard play." Cronin said of his firstOn Friday, the Racers will be making We just have to go and play hard and
round opponent. "Our players could prob- their second appearance in
the NCAA see what happens."

1st Region Boys'

Championship

Comets sin !Akers in double OT

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County's Seth Barrow goes up against Brett
Hoskins of Carlisle County Saturday night in the championship game of the First Region Tournament at the Regional Special Events Center. The Lakers lost in double-overtime. 61-54, to the Comets.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Astronomers tell us that comets come around
every 75 years.
In the case of Carlisle County, its time is
now.
The Comets took Calloway County into
double-overtime Saturday night in the First
Regionjournament championship game before
coming away with a 61-54 victory at the
Regional Special Events Center.
The win propels Carlisle into this week's
Sweet Sixteen state tournament at Lexington's
Rupp Arena. The Comets will play Region
Nine winner Covington Catholic at 11 am:(CST)
on Thursday.
As for the Lakers, the defending First Region
champions fluttered from the free throw line
in the second half. while Carlisle shot like a
comet — red hot.
The Comets were 12-of-14 from the charity stripe in the two overtime periods. Meanwhile. Calloway County was 2-of-4 from the
white line and missed a total of 10 in the
second half, finishing 14-of-26 in the game.
Carlisle shot 72 percent, tacking on 21-of29 free shots. Tournament MVP Brett Hoskins
— like he had the pres ious two games —
put on a scoring show, finishing with a gamehigh 28 points in the win for Carlisle, which
swept the region with the All 'A' Classic and
the First Region Tournament.
The 6-foot-2 senior guard said the thought
never crossed his mind, of the minds of his
teammates, entering the regional.
"We were happy with the All 'A,' but we
wanted to come in here and win this one too.
That's a real special thing," Hoskins said of
winning both tournaments. "We never really
thought about it. We knew that we could play
with all of these teams, we just wanted to
show that the small schools can play at this
level as well."
Laker senior guard Terry Adams closed out
his Calloway career with a team-high 17 pointS.
He was helped in double figures from fellow

Carlisle Co.
11
18
39
46
50
61
Calloway Co.
11
25
34
46
50
54
Cartisie Co. (81) — B. Hoskins 28. Yates 13, Kelly 7, H.
Hoskins 7, Cope 3. Arnold 3, Cunningham FG: 17-42 3point FG: 6-16 (Yates 3, 8 Hoskins. Cope, Kelly). FT:
21-29. Rebounds 26 Fouls: 22.
Calloway Co. (54) — T Adams 17, Jones 14, Futrell 11,
Walker 8. Barrow 4, White, Crouch, Hargrove, Welter, Salinas. FG: 19-49 3-point FG: 2-8 (Futrell, T.Adams). FT:
14-26. Rebounds 41 Fouls: 25.

senior Roger Jones' 14 points and sophomore
sensation Chase Futrell's 11 points.
Departing seniors Adams, Jones, Logan
Walker and Seth Barrow closed their Laker
careers knowing they hold the record for the
most wins of any four-year CCHS team with
76.
"I just can't say enough about what these
kids have done," said Calloway head coach
Terry Birdsong. "They have put our program
into a position where our younger kids are
excited about playing for us."
Birdsong noted that crucial free throws and
a potent Hoskins didn't make for a very good
concoction against Carlisle.
"We let Hoskins get way too many touches,- Birdsong added. "But we took them into
double-overtime. The pressure was on us to
defend our title, I really believe that.
"What a great crowd we brought. I'm just
sorry that we couldn't pull this out for our
fans. Our kids have nothing to be ashamed
of. They played a good basketball game. Our
effort was tremendous. For whatever reason.
we couldn't make our foul shots."
The two schools were knotted at 11-11 after
one quarter, but Calloway took the upper-hand
heading into intermission at 25-18 lead.
Carlisle put on its comeback shoes and
outscored the Lakers by 12 (21-9) in the third
quarter, including a last-second 3-pointer by
Kris Kelly at the conclusion of the game,
which Birdsong called judgmental.
"That was a big judgment call to put one
second back on the clock," Birdsong said.

-That was a big call. But it was their judgment, not mine."
The Lakers mounted a comeback of their
own, dancing to the tune of a 12-7 comeback
in the fourth quarter, getting the game-tying
shot in regulation from Jones with 15 second
left.
Jones was fouled on the shot by Hunter
Hoskins, but the 6-foot-4 senior was unable
to convert on a three-point play that would
have given Calloway the lead and the victory.
In the first overtime period, Calloway took
a 48-46 lead on a jumper by Adams with
3:17 to play. But Brett Hoskins returned the
favor on the other end, tying the game on a
tip-in with 2:51 to go.
Two free throws by Logan Walker and two
foul shots by Hoskins tied the game at 50-50
in the first overtime session.
In the final OT period, Carlisle sealed the
deal with 10-of-I2 shooting from the line,
while Calloway went 0-2 from the line.
Futrell gave credit to what he called a
"good Carlisle team." But he also said that
the Comets took away an important asset to
the Laker offense down the stretch.
"They went to a triangle-and-two on T,A. t •
(Adams) and I," Futrell said. "We were running the screen and roll there for a while and
getting whatever we wanted out of it.
"Either I would be able to penetrate and
get something going, or T.A. was able to come
off a pick and hit a shot. They just shut it
down."
Comet head coach Brian O'Neill said the
two overtime periods were just a glimpse of
what his Carlisle County team has done all
season long.
"The thing about our kids is they kept a
level head throughout the year," he said. "This
year, with all of our seniors, I think they
knew what it was going to take. I have to
give our kids a lot of credit. They kept their
heads up high, even when things were at a
low for us."

Cats bring home SEC title
ATLANTA (AP) — Twenty-five championships for Kentucky. Zero for Florida.
As history suggests. this one was no
contest.
Chuck Hayes scored 23 points and
the eighth-ranked Wildcats romped to
another title in the Southeastern Conference tournament. beating Florida 89-73
Sunday to make a strong case for being
a top seed in the NCAA tournament.
Kentucky (26-4) dismantled the Gators
420-10) for the second time in a week,
following up- a 20-point win at Rupp
Arena to close the regular season. The
Georgia Dome looked .as though it was
in Lexington — nearly everyone in the
crOwd of more than 22.024 was a member of the Bluegrass Nation.
• The Wildcats would love to return to
"Cat-Lanta" in a couple of weeks as a
No. I seed in that regional. They certainly looked the part, stretching their
winning streak to nine games while winning their 25th tournament championship.
"I think we've made a pretty good
case for ourselves," Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith said.
The 25 tournament titles are more
thart the other schools in the conference

combined, to go along with 42 regularseason championships.
Contrast that with Florida. which fell
to 0-4 in SEC tournament finals. The
Gators are one of just two current members who have never won the tourney.
They never had a chance in this one.
From the opening tip — Cliff Hawkins
got the hall and fired ahead to Gerald
Fitch, who swished a 3-pointer from the
corner — it was all Kentucky.
With the game less than 4 minutes
old, the Wildcats grabbed their first double-digit lead ,at 14-4. They led by as
many as 15 points in the first half before
settling for a 49-37 halftime lead. Florida only got that close because Matt
Walsh hit a 3-pointer at the buzzer.
Any thoughts the Gators had of mounting a comeback were quickly eradicated
when they missed their first seven shots
after halftime. Kentucky started 0-of-6,
then got rolling. Hayes scored off a layin
with 15:38 remaining to make it 54-40
a precursor of easy baskets to come.
Hayes spotted Erik Daniels alone under
the basket and rifled a pass to him for
a dunk. Daniels backed into the lane,
then dumped the ball off to Hawkins
cutting through the lane He made the

shot, was fouled and finished off the
three-point play with a free throw-.
Kentucky built the lead as high as 25
points before turning the final minutes
into another version of Senior Day. Take
a how, Mr. Fitch. You deserve it after
scoring 18 points and being named tournament MVP.
Hayes, a junior, received a big hand
when he came off, too. He dominated
on the inside, shooting 10-of-I4 and grabbing eight rebounds. When Florida focused
its defense on Hayes, he usually found
the open teammate, winding up with
eight assists.
Kelenna Azubuike, the least-heralded
of Kentucky's starters, had another strong
game — especially in those early, tonesetting minutes. He had 18 points and a
team-high nine rebounds.
Walsh led the Gators with 17 points,
hut this was another disappointment in
an up-and-down season.
AP Photo
Kentucky's Erik Daniels dunks
against Florida during the Southeastern Conference Tournament
championship game on Sunday at
the Georgia Dome in Atlanta.

Pitino 'esetatic' with Cardinals' draw of Xavier

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Staying positive to season's end.
Louisville coach Rick Pitino said
he was "ecstatic- about the Cardinals' draw in the NCAA tournament.
The 10th-seeded Cardinals (209) will play seventh-seeded Atlantic
10 tournament champion Xavier
(23-10) Friday in the first round
in Orlando. Fla.

The Cardinals lost eight of their ment.last 12 games, but Pitino was still
Pitino watched part of Xavier's
hoping for a No. 7 or No. 8 seed. 58-49 win over
Dayton in SaturStill, he wasn't complaining Sun- day's Atlantic
10 tournament final.
day when the brackets came out. The Musketeers
have won 13 of
"I had one goal this year and their last 14 -games
and have vie-.
that was to try to get through this tones this season
over Cincinnati
schedule and make the tournament." and former No.
1 Saint Joseph's.
he said. "In light of our schedule,
"We know they're on a tremenin light of our injuries. I am ecstat- dous run," Pitino
said. "We know
ic to be in the NCAA tourna- how tough Cincinnat
i is and to

take Saint Joe's totally apart. you day, they would likely face
No. 2
have to have great guard play. seed Southeastern Conference
West
They're playing great basketball. Division champion Mississip
pi
It's as tough an opening matchup State (25-3).
as I've ever had as a coach."The road to the Final Four is
Pitino, in his 18th collegiate filled with hot coal." he said. "But
season, has excelled in first-round that's what makes it fun."
NCAA games, winning eight of nine
Last year. the Cardinals beat
overall at Providence, Kentucky and Austin Peay 86-64 in the first round,
Louisville.
then lost to Butler 79-71 in tir
If the Cardinals advance Fri- second round.

APSU gets
NIT bid;
will host
Belmont
NEW YORK (AP) — While
Utah State and Missouri would
rather be playing for an NCAA
championship. little Austin Peay
is just happy the NIT came calling.
"I am grateful that our players
will have a chance to continue
playing," Governors coach Dave
Loos said. "After the outstanding
year they had, it would have been
disappointing had they not had
the opportunity to play in the
postseason."
Austin Peay (21-9) went 16-0
in the Ohio Valley Conference,
but lost in the tournament championship to Murray State. The
Governors will host Belmont (218) in the opening round of the
National Invitation Tournament,
which starts Monday night with
a matchup between Toledo (2010) and Marquette (17-11).
The final is at Madison Square
Garden on April I.
Missouri (16-13), one oll five
Big 12 teams chosen, started the
season ranked fifth in the AP poll.
but went nearly three months without winning back-to-back games
and lost to Kansas by 25 in the
Big 12 tournament quarterfinals.
Coach Quin Snyder hoped that
the Tigers' strength of schedule
would be enough to send them
to the NCAA tournament for the
sixth straight year. Instead. Missouri will be making its first appearance in the NIT since 1998.

